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O. Poor's
Mr*. C
Hon. and
Golden Wedding.
of Mr. and Mrs Fred R.
At the home
street, the fiftieth wedding
Cedar

Hon. and Mrs. Clarence
univeriary of
pleasantly celebrated
very
roor waa
received

Sunday. They
flowers
fMi beautiful

l„t

many

gold-

and other re-

from friends, and
membrances
from all of their children.

a

fine

Victrola

Poor and Miss Isabella
Clarence v/sgood
in Belfaat, Oct.
married
were
j ne Perry
most happily together
liveJ
and
1 1872.
Four children
last half century.

for the
have come to bless
d live grandchildren
wife of Hon.
union: Nina Foster,
and LexDean McLellan of Boston

Jheir

Hugh

Walter Osgood Poor in the
ington, Mass.,
in San Diego, Calif.,
business
banking
R. Poo^, proprietor of the Poor
Frederick
in Belfast, Alice Perry Poor,
Drug Store
of the llarvfeld’s Co
now Superintendent
Janet Nichols, Nan
Mo.,
City,
of Kansas
and Nina Poor, children of
cy Farrington
Edward Nichols
Mr and Mrs. McLellan,
William Osgood, children of F. R.
Nichols Poor. Mr. Poor
,nd Wealthy
in the Belfast s liools and
WJj educated
of his
arly m life entered the pharmacy

iod

Later he
father, William Osgood Poor.
the store and several
became proprietor of
to his son Frederick who
years ago sold
Mr. Poor was alderman
now conducts it.

county

Waldo

—

boys’

•O'

and

FALLING

The seventh annual county contest of
the Waldo County Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs
in
the Armory in this city
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 13th and 14th,
The out of town members will be guests
of the Belfast Chamber of Commerce, R.
Bert L. Davis is
H Howes, president.
the song leader and E. C. Martin the
The following program has
cheer leader.
been arranged by County Agent N. S.

will be held

Donahue:

the courtesies of

and

of their children
their many loyal

friends to any social function. It was at
their special request that this unusual
event m their lives was so quietly observed Sunday at the home of their son.
Those who learned of the date gladly sent
gifts, while others regret that they did
not have the opportunity to express in.
like manner their good will and best
wijhes
Both are promin nt in church
and civic life, and although retired from

business, Mr. Poor is the active and efficient president of the Republican Journal
Publishing Company and ia considered
ot the city’s be«t financiers.

one

try.

The

8 30 p. m.
Colonial Theatre, Walter
ClilTord, Mgr.
October 14, 9.00 a. m. Music;remarks,
Mrs. Arra Mixter, Assistant State Club
Leader; reading of prize essays; awarding
of prizes; remarks, L. H. Shibles, State
Leader; remarks, N. S Donahue, County
Agent,

the home of the bride's parents,
Hon. and Mrs. Elton H. Lewis of Sawyer's
at

Island.

Rev. S. B. Fifield officiated with
the double ring service.
An informal re-

ception followed the service shortly after
which the bridal couple left on a two
weeks’ auto trip through*Massachusetts.

They

will make their home in an apartat the residence of the groom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Cotimbs,
Union street
Mr. Coombs is the
ment

shipping clerk at the Coe-Mortimer plant and
Mrs. Coombs has been for a few
years a

bookkeeper

at the Norton Garage.
They
have the congratulations and best wishes
of many friends.
Among the out-of-town
guests were Capt. and Mrs. C.
B, Swett
and daughters Mabel and Anna
of Bath
and Belfast.

The

about

illness last spring, had since been
the home as usual and was up

street

recently, but passed away alter

m.

Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court SL; tele213.11.
phone,
Sunday morning service
at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
The fifty-third State Sunday School
Convention and Institute will be held at
the First Congregational church in Augusta, October 17th, 18th and 19th. The
general theme will be, “Religious Education Building a Righteous State." The
courtesies of the city will be extended by
Mayor S. L. Fogg and the State by
Gov Percival P. Baxter.
The first baptist Church.
Rev.
Oeorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Cedar. Telephone 12311.
The appointed services of this church
..ill be held at 10.45 and 7.30 on Sunday
with Bible school at 12 o’clock, and Christian Endeavor Society at 6.30
The midweek service Thursday evening at 7.30.
The pastor continues his sermon on
“The Technique of Prayer.” The subject will be “Praying from a Prayer
Tower.” Hab. 2:1.
The evening address,
“Christianity and the World’s Unrest.”
An enjoyable service of song, led by the
chorus and orchestra, makes the meeting
one of
inspiration and profit. Friends
are cordially invited to be present.
Appointments: Monday evening, meeting for boys in the vestry; Wednesday
afternoon, sewing circle with Mrs. Chas.
E. Rhoades, Franklin street; Wednesday
evening, choir rehearsal in the vestry,
Thursday evening, mid week service;
"The News from Latvia.” Friday afternoon, meeting of the senior Bible cliss;
Friday evenmg at 6 o’clock it is expected that the ladies of the church will
have a banquet in the vestry for the boyB
and girls connected with the Waldo CoAgricultural Clubs. Friday evening at 8
o’clock meeting of Troop Three, Boy
Scouts, with fathers and mothers, Geo.
R. Robertson, Scoutmaster.
To all who mourn and need comfort—
to all who are tired and need rest—to all
who are friendless and want friendship—
to all who are lonely and want companionship—to all who are homeless and
want sheltering love—to at! whu pray
and to all who do rot bat ought—to all
who sin and need a Saviour—and to whosoever will, this church opens wide its
doors and in the name of Jesus the Lord

a

7, 1837, the son of Isaac and Martha
(Johnson) Smalley, but had lived in BelIn his active years he
fast for 65 years.
trucking business, but retired

arried
years ago. In early life he
Miss Jane R. HoU, who died about 13

two brothers also survive: Mrs. Annie B.

Tremont,

Albee of

Belfast,

Mrs. Lena J. Gray of

Justin Hart of Philadelphia and
Lawrence, Mass. For

Alonzo C. Hart of

many years he had been a member of the
For
Odd Fellows Orders of this city.
some

t

me

he

was

a

travelling salesman

of the firm of Mayo & White and later
became a member of the firm when it
the Belfast Candy Company.

was

On

account of ill health he retired from the
lirm a short time ago.
Recently he
moved to the Gilchrest house on Church
street and during the summer was at his
new cottage where he died.
The funeral
were
not complete^ at
arrangements

Saturday

or

BATES SPERRY.

Harry G. A. Bates of Orlando, Fla., and
Miss Elizabeth Platt Skerry of Orlando
and Northport were married at the home of

Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley, Church street,
at 11
W.

ring
port
was

a. m., Friday, Oct. 6th, with Rev. C.
Martin officiating with the double

service.

Mr. Bates

came

Two sons and a daughter
ago.
him: Fred M. and Horace B.

survive

Smalley and Mrs. Elizabeth H, Wyman,
all of Belfast.
Always a strong Spiritualist in belief he was one of the founders
He
of the Seaside Spiritualist Society.
was

one

of the charter members of Wal-

Lodge, I.

O O. F., and that body held
services at the home and acted as bearers with Rev. William Vaughan, pastor
of the Universe list church ofliciating at
the funeral, which took place Wednesday
at 2 p. m.
The interment was in Grove
cemetery.

do

—

HERBERT W. COLBURN.
Herbert W. Colburn, son of
Capt.
Walter M. Colburn, formerly of Belfast,
and Alice Petitt Colburn, died at San
Diego, Calif., Oct. 3, after an illness of
Mr. Colburn served on
several months.
the U. S. S. Alabama during the late
War, and was discharged as Chief YeoHis age was 28 years.
man.

father, Eugene S. Sperry, and
Sperry and daughter were to
leave for Orlando the ceremony took
place privately at Miss Kelley’s home,
who with Miss Louise H. Ferguson, also
a
friend of the family, was present.
The
bride and groom, accompanied by the
former’s mother, returned to Orlando
W ednesday.
Mrs

Mr. and Mrs. E. tl. Colby of Sunset
| qave been the guests of relatives here.

says—Welcome.
The Federated church, Rev. W.
F. Skerrye, minister; residence 26 High
street; telephone, 86-4. Please do not
fail to telephone the minister of any case
of illness or distress where his service
Sunday morning service
may be helpful.
at 10.45; sermon topic, “Why believe in
A cordial invitation is
Immoitality.’
Here let no man be
extended to all.
stranger. "Whosoever thou art that enterest this church, leave it not without
a prayer for thyself, for him who ministers, and for those who worship here.”
at the
will be
Ushers
door, ready
and
willing to give you a seat at
After the service there
your pleasure.
will be those who will desire to greet you.
Do not hasten away. Take time to get acquainted with us; give us time to become
acquainted with you.
"If after kirk ye turn and tlee
We’ll all seem cold and stiff to ye;
If after kirk ye bide a wee
There’s them wad like to speak with

CAPT. WALTER M. COLBURN.

Capt Walter M. Colburn, sor. of the late
Capt Eben Colburn and Abigail Donnell
Colburn, died in San Diego, Calif., Oct.
7. Capt. Colburn was born in Belfast, Feb.
23, 1851. He followed the sea, in merchant ves els, for many years, settled in
San Diego about thirty five yearsago, and
commanded steamers sailing from that
port to lower Calif., and Mexican ports,
April 2, 1890 he married Alice A. Petitt
of San Diego, and three scns'were born to
them: Maurice Eugene, John Petitt who
survive, aa does his wife, Herbert W. the
youngest son preceeded his Ibthe/s death*
by four days. He is also survived by two
sisters and a brother, Mrs. Mary Colburn
Chase andFrederick E.Colburn of Concord,
N. H., and Mrs. Alice Colburn McLeod of
West Somerville, Mass.
The funeral occurred at his lat- residence 3738 31st
street, San Diego, Oct. 10.

to North-

time ago for the wedding which,
postponed on account of the illness of

some

the bride’s
as

years

JUDGE

ye.”

PENN WHITEHuUSb.

WILLIAM

meets immediately after
Come in and sit
the morning service.
with the children through the opening exercises; then join Mrs. F. W. brown’s
class down stairs. Your presence will
mean much to the younger people; your
association with the class will be found
Exampleand
to ha\e unexpected value.
cooperation—these are working forces the
the
wiihin
which is
power of the
use of
least of us.
It
The world does move forward.
there are many who are
moves because
pushing it forward; who are not to be
daunted by any obstacle, however great,
It
nor any danger, however imminent.
will move more rapidly when more of us
push. The work appears great, and one
It is precisely at
person painfully small.
One man
this point that we are tested.
says,—"Oh, what’s the use!” and gives
up and becomes a hanger-on to the efforts of others; another says.-"Here goes!
please count me one!”he holds on; he will
Whether progress be mucn
not give up.
or little, he has the profound satisfaction
of knowing that he is on the aide that is

Sunday-School

Penn Whitehouse,
William
former
Chief Justice ofthe Maine Supreme Court
died at his home on Urove street, Augusta,
Tuesday night, aged 80 years. He had
been sick for a short time only.
Mr. and Mrs. H H. Stevens left Sats
urday for a short visit with the former’mother, Mrs Oscar E. Stevens of M arl
boro, Mass., who will sail soon for a fewmonths’ visit in the Philippines.
Mrs.
Stevens has been a frequent visitor at
the home of her son here and has many

friends

National Bank of Belfast

City

pushing.
In 1851, ten years Deiore me ouiurea*.
of the Civil W ar, Charles Sumner took
his seat in the Senate, slavery was the
burning question, as it had been for prei vious years. John Quiucy Adams, the
grand old man for ireedom, was dead.
A ter his voice

«

is at the command of all who desire advice
on banking or financial matters of any sort.
If you have any financial problems to solve,
if you desire to make a wise investment, or
if you seek a loan, come and see us. Our
Officers are always ready to assist and help
where possible.
It is far wiser to investigate an investment before you have purchased it. When
you

are

urged

to

buy

an

for fear you may lose it,

investment at once
then is the time to

delay indefinitely its purchase, certainly until
you have given it thorough investigation.

People’s Meth-

Church,

was

silenced freedom of

speech in the Senate ceased to exist. A
powerful groi p of sou hern senators had
taken possession there, to whose arro-

I

gance the northern men bowed- till SumHe was but one man. To
ner appeared.
him was bitterly opposed the solid south,
and the leaders of wealth and position at
home. Yet to him more, perhaps, than
to any other man was due the breaking of
that shameful silence. He was threatened, he was assaulted in the Senate
chamber, he was publicly condemned by
the leading people of his own city and
state; he was one man against the world
apparently. But, as one biographer has
written, “When he saw his hardly-earued
distinction and ail his professional pros-

crumbling around him, though
keenly sensitive to praise and blame, he
never retreated an inch to regain his place
His power iay
or conciliate opposition
in his sincerity; his whole soul freighted
pects

his words. There was always a man beWhen more men imihind the speech."
tate, be it never so humbly, this man's
example, the world will move ahead
taster.

PERSONAL

Mrs. Lizzie M. Black, who has been in
New York the past year, will spend the
winter with M ss Ida S. Burgess, Church
street

Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Chase are on a
business and pleasure trip to Boston.

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine and Mrs. James C.
Durham aie in Boston and vicinity for a
vis.t.

Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon of Albion, who
is spending the winter in Belfast with
her family, is employed in the Randall
dry goods store.

Thursday, to visit relatives in Somerville.

For Rent
Banks’ Garage.
Five unfurnished rooms ready Oct 1st,
second floor building, next to the Banka

Garage.
Four
Auto

rooms

28 Bridge Street.

storage—Summer $4.00 months

winter $2.00.

Mrs. Mary Stevenson and daughter
Minnie of Camde* have been spending a
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
B. Strout, Searsport avenue.

Mrs. A. H. Kimball and little
bert Leonard, are visiting in Portland
and Lewiston.

The City National Bank of Belfast

son

Al-

Miss Ruth Billings of Deer Isle is.visiting her aunt, Mrs. Horace E. McDonald,
and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McDonald left on
Tuesday night's boat for a business and
pleasure trip to Boston.
Mrs. B. L. Robertson left Tuesday for
Boston, where she will visit her daugb*
ter, Miss Edna M. Hopkins.

were

largely attended;

more

being

present in the evening than at the morning aervice.
The sermona were interesting and cogent appeals, which were sympathetically received by all. Mias Adams also spoke
at tbe opening of Sunday school to the
children.
During this week the following subject*
will be discussed at the evening services*
which begin at 7 30 p. m.

Mass.

McTaggari..

Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell left by auto
Monday for a few days’ visit in Portland
to attend the Music Festival. Miss Anne
M. Kittredge accompanied her.

list,

today,

Rhoades and family.

Tuesday—"T’rayer.” Text, Gen. 32:26*
“I will not let thee go except thou bless
me.”
Wednesday—“Heart Searching.” Text,
Psa. 139:23, "Search me, O God, and know
my heart.”

Thursday—“Service.” Text, Psa. 6:3*
“Here am I, send me. ”
Friday—“Soul Winners.” Text, Prov.
11:30, “He that winneth souls is wise.”
There will be special singing at theae
services.
The Billy Sunday aong book Is
used.
Miss Adams radiates Christian
optimism. She is the preacher for the
times.
Tbe oldfashioned Gospel falls
attractively from he. lips and finds •
Attendance once,
ready
acceptance.
means a more frequent attendance later
on.

Miss Adams is to hold childrens*
meetings in the vestry immediately at
the close of the day schools on each Tuesday and Friday afternoon. All children
are inv ted, and parents are urged to
send their children to these meetings.
Mrs. Amos Partridge
and daughter
All attending will hear of a delightful
Mrs. Ada E. Wildes is spending a few Rutn will leave
to
visit
today, Thursday,
surprise which Mias Adams is planning
weeks at the Sherman House in Liberty. relatives in
Conn.
Bridgeport,
for them later on in the meetinga.
During her absence Mrs. Sarah D. Durgin
The public is cordially invited to attend
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Brickley of
will board with Mrs. Sarah Hubbard,
Jamaica Plain, Mass., arrived recently all these meetings.
High street.
There will be preaching aervice in the
tor a visit to her mother, Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Farnham of Ban*
Woods achoolhouse Saturday evening,
Ward.
gor, the latter formerly Miss Lillian C.
next, at 7.30 p. m. Miss Adama will be
Miss Zadie B. Carter, who spent the the
Spinney, were in Belfast last Wednesday
preacher.
summer in Belfast, her former home, will
to attend the funeral of Miss Lena A.
Regular preaching aervice at the Woods
leave this week lor a visit in Jamaica achoolhouse
Sanborn.
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 p.m.
Plain, Mass.
Mrs. Edna F. Poison and her daughter
Mrs. S. C. Pattee has returned from
Elizabeth returned to their home in WinWEST BELFAST.
throp, Mass., Thursday. They have been Boston and will open her classes this
R.
Conner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
; week with the largest registration she
Geo. B. Dyer is moving back onto hi*
in Northport.
has ever had.
farm.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Fletcher, Mr. and
Mrs. Perley Bradford and Master PerMrs. Mary Berry of Providence, R. 1,
Mrs. Raymond Chase of Idaho and Mrs.
ley Branford ot rvnox, and Miss Madeline
Herbert Chase left last week for Fred- VVelherbee of Boston visited in Belfast is visiting at Fred Toothaker’s.
ericton, N. B., where they will visit at | September 30th.
Mrs. Edgar L. Smith is entertaining
their old home.
Nellie Whitmore of Mass.
Mrs. Charles E. Bailey and son Paul of Mrs.
Mrs. Joseph Pope of Brookline, Mass.,
Toronto, Canada, have been guests the
Mrs. John Simmons, who has been
and her sister, Miss Leavitt, and guests,
past week of their cousin, Mrs. Ada R. sick for some time, is improving.
who have been occupying the Thompson W
lley, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. True Elms and Mrs. Ad*
cottage at Kelley’s Cove this season, have
Albert D. Mowry left on Tues- Elms motored to Bangor Thursday.
Mrs.
returned to their homes.
day night’s boat tor a visit of several
Mrs. Albert Bradstreet and son of AuMr. and Mrs. Montford S. Hill of Ban- weeks in Boston and
yicinity and Provigor were in Belfast last Wednesday and dence, R. I., with relatives and friends.
gusta are visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Smith.
Thursday as guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens left
L. Dow. They came to attend the funeral
Mrs. Mattie Hills entertained ber cousSunday by auto to spend a few days with
ot Miss Lena A. Sanborn.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Reynolds, 47 in, Mrs. Creamer of Washington, last
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Poor of New Eastern Promenade, Portland.
They at- week.
Beulord, Mass., and Mrs. Ada Marriuer tended the Maine Music Festival while
Mr. and Mrs. Merle have bought and
Bowman of Boston arrived by auto re- there.
moved onto the Isaac Kendall farm in
cently to visit Mr Poor’s sister, Miss AbMiss Madeline Wetherbee with Buster, Belmont.
bie E. Poor, Union street.
returned to her home in Boston Oct. 5th.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Rogers went to
Charles H. Twombly returned home She has been spending the summer with
Winchester, Mass., last Monday to spend
Friday from Augusta, where he attended her aunts, Mrs. Perley Bradford and Miss the winter.
During their absence Jame*
the sessions of the Maine Press AssociaMyrtle A entworth, her cousin Perley, Donnell and Henry Littlefield will be
He aho visited his sister, Mrs. ana uncle Irving Wentworth.
tion.
i caretakers of the place.
I Walter S. Arey in Hallowed.
William H. Quimby arrived WednesMr. and Mrs. J. H. Lord were called to
Miss Edith M. South worth, accompan- day from Boston, where he has been lo
Orland last Saturday (and held services
ied by Mrs. Frank I. Wilson, Mrs. Eugene cated for some time, and on his return there Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lord reL. Cook and Mrs. Trank G. Mixer re
will be accompanied by his mother, Mrs. cently held revival meetings there and
turned Friday from a very delightful au- Annie N. Quimby.
She will spend the secured fourteen converts.
to trip to the White Mountaias.
winter in Boston with him.
The Farm Bureau met at EquityMrs. Eleanor Brosseau and Miss Mary Grange Hall about 19 being present.
L. Stuart Jones left last week by auto
A
New
York
to
Wis.
His
Mrs.
have
relumed
McEwin
for Milwaukee,
aunt,
very bountiful dinner of sandwiches, pie
the
as
in
Davis
summer
him
the
and
cake
was
served
after
and
a
most
spending
enjoyMary S. Whitmore, accompanied
Mr. and able and instructive time reported.
far as New York, where she will visit house on Northport avenue.
her niece, Mrs. Margaret M. MacDonald Mrs. B. L. Davis and family came up
Mr. Amos Colcord, who has been ill
Saturday from their cottage at the Bat- for some
| and family.
months, entertained his sisters,
tery.
Mrs. Delia
unniagham of Belmont,
Henry W. .Collins returned Thursday
Mrs. C. C. Pineo will leave the last of Mrs. Abiah Grady, Mrs. Hattie Murray,
from the Government Hospital in Roxbury, Mass where he has been receiving the week for New York, where she wiil Mrs. Ben Colcord of Belfast last Thursnervous
breakdown meet Mr. Pineo, having received a cable- day.
treatment for a
caused by being gassed while in service gram stating that he would arrive there
Mrs. Edith Drury, who has been stopSunday on the S. S. Western World,
; over seas.
ping with her daughter, Mrs. E. E. Littleafter a business trip in Brazil and ArgenFrank B. Steph nson of Brunswick has
field, during her convalesence, went to
tine S. A.
been the guest of Mrs. L. P. Walton, Lir.Somerville, Mass., Saturday night to
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. Brown will spend the winter with her daughter VirOn his return home he
colnville avenue.
Miss Wilda is stopping with Virsail from Boston Oct. 21st for St. Peters- ginia.
was accompanied by his sister, Mrs. Fannie A. Stimpson, who will make her burg, Fla., where they will spend a part ginia and attending school.
home with him.
of the winter.
They will visit a few
KEENE-ELLIS
days in Jacksonville on their way down,
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Havener have
and later will spend some time in St.
returned from a ten days’ visit in PortA simple home wedding look place at
Cloud and other points of interest.
land and Boston.
Mr. Havener has been
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
having a vacation from bis duties as messenger on the Belfast-Burnham branch
ISLEMURO
Johnson, Congress street, at 11.45 a. m.
of the M. C. R. R.
Wednesday, Oct. 11th, when the latter'*
Edith Boardman spent the week-end in
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cowan of Somersister. Miss Alfreds Ellis, became the
ville, Mass., arrived Friday for a short Rockland as the guest of friends.
bride of Frank H. Keene of the Edgewith the latter’s sister,
visit
Mrs.
Moving pictures will be shown in the comb road. Kev. Wm. F. Skerrye of the
W.
and
Charles
family. They town hall Tuesday and Friday nights.
Martin,
Federated church officiated with the
have been on a trip through Maine and
Miss Inez Barker, former district nurse,
were on their way home.
double ring service. They were unattendis visiting friends in town at the present
ed and only immediate relatives were
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo P. Lowell of Cal- writing
The bride was most attractive
ais arrived Sunday to be guests of -Mr. |
Mrs. Varnum and husband are the present.
in a very simple gown of white Canton
and Mrs. Cecil Clay, motoring down from
guests of Mrs. Varnum’s father, Osmond
Her
travelling suit was of brown
crepe.
Bangor, where they spent the week to Etwell.
They
Poire twill with hat to match.
attend the Festival. Mr. Lowell returned
Mrs. Edith Pendleton and daughter
an
Monday to Canada, but Mrs. Lowell will were in town last week as the guests of will spend a week or ten days on on
auto trip to the Rangeley Lakes and
remain here for the week.
Mrs. Hattie Freeman Pendleton.
their return will begin housekeeping at
Martha Smith, Lorania Yeaton, Izora
Mrs. Amos J. King and little son Spenthr groom’s home. A luncheon followed
Duncan
and
Hatch
the
Marjorie
spent
cer left last week for New York, where
the ceremony with the bride’s sister aud
they joined Mr. King and his sister, Mrs. week-end in town returning tp Castine her daughter, Mts. Maude and Frances
Normal
to
attend
school.
Sunday
on
and
Henry Dooley
daughter Mary,
The home
Basse assisting in serving.
The steamer Castine made an excursion was simply but effectively decorated
their arrival from San Juan, P. R.
They
all left immediately for Hudson, Wis for here from Camden last Thursday night in with fall flowers in yellow tones, maria
visit with relatives.
Mr. and Mra. order to attend the dance given by the golds predominating.
Their many beauKing and Spencer will return here for a board of trade. Music was furnished by tiful gifts express the esteem and good
short visit before sailing from New York, Marston’s orchestra
Their friendwishes of many friends.
Nov. 11th, for San Juan.
The groom
The steamer Castine will be withdrawn ship began in the B. H. S.
from the Camden, West Islesboro and conducts a large dairy farm in which he
Belfast line Sunday, Oct. IStb, in order is very successful and his bride—a U. of
to make repairs for winter
service^ The M graduate—resigned as rssistant State
Castine will begin the route again Mon- Leader of the Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs to
11
whole n Oc
day, Dec. 4th.
prepare for her wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Klingeman, who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
C. Snow, left Friday by auto for their
home in South Weymouth, Mass.

Hams

&

Miss Moilie Simpson of Bangor arrived
Wednesday tor a week's v.sit wun Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur W. Morse.

32,b

ARMOUR’S STAR

Smoked
Sh oulders

17c
•

■

lb.

6 to 10 lbs. eacb.

Boneless
Shoulders

c

|b.

ROLLED and SMOKED.

L

WELCOME!

*

•

Boys and Girls of Waldo County
You have learned that RESULTS and not EXCUSES have
the prizes.

won

Sugar OHc
Cured wU|b,

BY THE STRIP.

This will be true all
take.

through

your lives,

no

matter what

course you may

A Bank Account is essential in any well-ordered and carefully arranged program of life.
We cordially invite the Boys and Girls of Waldo County to
open a Bank Account with us.
Come in and let

WOOD'S MARKET

us

help

you start

Waldo Trust Company

FOR SALE
House 36 Nortbport avenue, corner
Mayo Street.
Union Trailer Camp.
Hughes’ Player Piano, 75 rolls.
Very best site for big garage, Bridge
street, known as the Pattee field. I expect to build next spring unless the land
4w39
ia aold or leased.
WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Clark’s
Corner.
Over Banks’ Garage,

Miss Florence Donnell will leave

Ralph Royal of Gardiner is a guest at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A.
E
Mrs. Clarence
Mclntire of Camden
Riggs.
was in Belfast Thursday with a party of
Mrs. Gerald E. Coggins left Wednesday
friends on the way to Bangor to attend 4k
rto visit in Brockton, Taunton and Spring*
the Music Festival.
Held, Mass.
Mrs. Annie Dow has returned fron
Mrs. Frank ,Whitmore of Hampden is
Lee, Maine, where she spent severa
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Dilla J.
months with her nephew, Rev. II. W

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Steinhart, who
have been spending the summer at the
Battery, left by auto Saturday for their
home in New Haven, Conn.

Meetings.
Tbe revival meetings being held in the
Met lodist church, and which began last
Sunday morning under the leadership of
Miss Frances B. Adams, Scottish Evange-

Bernes O. and Charles B. Norton have
returned from a business trip to Boston.

Miss Maude Gammans left Wednesday
for a short visit in Boston before
going to New York, where she will spend
the winter.

__

housekeeping rooms
Five furnished
with bath, November to May, over the

The* Fioaces B. Adams’ Revival

PERSONAL

CHURCHES

Methodist Church.
odist

five cents

1022.

noon

few hours’ illness with acute indigestion.
Mr. Smalley was born in St. George Dec.

a

12,

____________

First Universalist Church. Services will be held next Sunday morning
at 10.45 a. m.
Sermon by the pastor,
Rev. Wm. Vaughan, arftf music by the
choir. A cordial welcome is extended to
all.

many

and Afiss

3rd,

THE

severe

conducted

LEWIS H. HART

wedding

of Everett I.eroy Coombs
Julia Emeliqe Lewis, both of
Belfast, took place at noon Tuesday, Oct.

LEAVES.

The City Street Department calls the
attention of the citizens to the expense
incurred to the City every year by the
leaves in the Fall bring allowed to gather
in the gutters and be washed into the
drainage ducts of the City.
The citizens are urged to see to it that
the leaves are kept clear from the gutters
beside the streets where a flow of water
may take them into the drains or pipes.
A large saving in money can he made to
the City each year if each citizen will
kindly look out for his own Street bounIt is impossible for
daries in this way.
the City employees to attend to all of
this work in time to prevent their plugging the drainage. A little care on the
part of each house h.lder or property
owner will save the City a large amount
of expense.

a

October

■

October, 13, 10 00 a. m. Registration
and assignment of rooms.
l.fO p. m.
Singing America; address
ot welcome, Mayor C. W. Wescott; response, E C Martin; songs, B. L. Davis;
demonstration, creaming carrots, Swan j
v lie Club;
H. SMALLEY
demonstration, culling poulHARVEY
try, South Montville Club; song, Davis J
and Adams children, South Montville
Another sudden death occurred Mondav
j
Club; demonstration, salad m9king and 1 afternoon when Harvey H. Smalley pastable
athletics !
setting, Lincolnville;
sed away at the home of his son, Horace
feather peimitting. >
(j 00 p. m.
Banquet at the Baptist ves- B. Smalley, No. 6 Peirce street. He had

this writing, but it will be
Sunday afternoon.

ICOOMBS-LEWIS

Belfast, Maine, Thursday,
_

GIRLS’ CLUBS.

Another sudden death occurred at 2 a.
Wednesday, Oct. llth, when Lewis
was
from ward one in the years 1897 8;
He repre- H. Hart passed away at his cottage at
in 1899-Ul).
the
of
city
mayor
Swan Like from the effects of a second
aeDted Belfast in the State Legislature in
He had been in ill health
severe shock.
1905-6.
He
in
re-elected
was
and
04
1903
for
a few years but recently had seemed
caof
these
made an efficient official in all
He was the sou of Capt.
to improve.
pacities. He has much musical ability and Gilbert and
Josephine (Carter) Hart, who
was the president of the Belfast
for years
came here from
St. George, and his age
Parlor Musical society and also played for
was 56
March 15, 1885, he maryears.
the
Band.
In
Belfast
the
in
many years
ried Jennette L. Cunningham of Belfast
North (Congregational) Church both Mr.
and who with their three children, Edgar C.,
been
have
prominent
Poor
.and Mrs.
George O. and Jessie, E., wife of Basil
dependable members for many years.
R. Allen, all of Belfast, survive to mourn
Both have very retiring dispositions
the loss of one of the most devoted of
the
attractive
of
the
and prefer
quiet
husbands and fathers.
Two sisters and
and comfortable home on Church street,
the love and devotion

—

».

(Jhe Community bank),

Stitchers Wanted
—AT—

PULLMAN’S PANTS FACTORY
Bridge Street, Belfait.

SEAMERS APPLY AT ONCE

BELFAST
BROOK8

CA8TINE

UNITY

Come in and Make Yourselves at Home.

'

f

.—

The Repibncan Journal

DOES NOT HAVE 10
TAKE PHYSIC

Belfast. Thursday, Oct. 12, 1922
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

Republican loumal

BY

Pub. Co.

“Fruit-a-tives” Brought
Complete Relief

A. 1. BROWN. Editor.

ADVERTISING TERMS, f or one square,
for
one inch length in column, 50 cents
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
Insertion.
In sdvance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
12.00 a year, J1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.

Ashford, X'fw York
I tried several kinds of physic for
over three years and, ofcour-'i, while
I took it every night tny l>owels would
move; but as soon as I stopped
taking physic, I would be Constipated and would have Piles terribly.
I bought one box of “Fruit-a-tives”

QUOTATIONS
THE WINDS OF

FATE.

Now I am not
and took them.
troubled any more with Constipation
or Piles. “Fruit-a-tives" or “Fruit Laxo
Tablets” left no after-effects and now I

One ship drives east and another drives

,

west
With the selfsame winda that blow.
’Tis the set of the sails
And not the gales,
Whicn tell us the way to go.

do not have to use physic”.
Mrs. JOHN CAP077I.

The Courier Gazette prints a
story
about an old time jury in the county of
Knox. The writer says that the jury had

|

been

considering

the

case

for

several

hours ana stood 11 for the plaintiff and

In the early
defendant.
evening a deputy sheriff asked the jury
if they wanted some supper. The minority
; juryman said:
“Yas, yew bring me er big porter house
{ stake, smothered in onions, plenty o
bread an' butter an’ a pot er coffee, an’
yew bring these uther jackasses er half
uf hay.
Good nite.”
I

one

for the

The average weekly earnings of factory workers in New York State, during
1 hese wagis
August last were $25 10
will seem large to the factory workers in

Mrs. Frederick

Penney

was

in Unity

recently on business.
Miss Margaret West visited in Fairfield
a few days last week.
Everett spent Oct.

Mr. and Mrs

their home in Montvil

1 at

e

Mrs. Fuller Wentworth spent
days recently in Belfast.

a

lew-

Calvin Bangs spent a few days in Belfast as juryman the past week.
Several

Grange

here

from

attended Pomona

David Twitchell was a guest of Mrs.
Almatia Wescott the past week.
Mr. Seth Banton and family aud brother
Dans molored to Stockton Oct. 1.

New York than

Miss Cora Reynolds spent a few days
recently with her sister Addie in Palermo.
Florian Small was the weekend guest
of his parents, Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Small.

iu

The Ellsworth American says: "There
is only one thing to do with Turkey, and
it is getting near Thanksgiving.’’

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Charles

Bryant

and

50c a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
Like the winds of the sea are the ways of
daughter were recent guests of their
fate;
LIKfcKn.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
daughter Violet West in Augusta.
As we journey along through life,
X.Y.
Limited.
uGDEXSBURG,
Mrs. Sarah Voseof Knox was a guest.
a
soul
’Tis the set of
f L. F. Hurd attended the fair at Branch Sept. 20 of her daughter, Mrs. Calvin
That decides its goal.
I mile limit, and that change should be Mills.
And not the calm or the strife.
Bangs.
made valid by a treaty formulated by a
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
Mrs. C. M. Hurd was an auto visitor in
Mrs. W. R. Sparrow has charge of
conference of the nations whose interests Waterville, recently.
Eflio
N. Flye’s store while she is away fcf
The Lord is with you, while ye be w-ith are involved. We are now living in the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter I.udwick attendtwo weeks.
him; and if ye seek him, he will be days of dirigibles, seaplanes, high speed- ed the fair at Branch Mills.
found of you; but if ye forsake him, he
ed power boats and of long range rifled
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wiggin and sister
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young spent Sept,
will forsake you.—2 Chronicles 15: 2.
If smuggling of liquor or mer- 30th in town at their home here.
cannon.
Minnie have returned home after spending
chandise of any sort ia to be prevented
Mr. and Mrs. Alton White of August* two years in Bath.
THE THREE-MILE LIMIT
the nations must have right of search spent Oct. 1 at their cottage on the IsMr. and Mrs. Fuller C. Wentworth
on a
wider range of their land.
It is believed that more liquor is smug- and seizure
were recent guests of his sister, Mrs.
waters.
Mrs. C. B. Knowlton went to Morrill
Louise Littlefield in Albion
gled into the United States along the coastal
whose duty it is to Oct. 1 to attend the funeral of Mrs.
officers
American
in
than
in
other
coast
Atlantic
place
any
Pearson.
Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Webb and Fred N.
have in several inthis country. This liquor comes, most enforce prohibition
and family and EfTie M. Flye were
Flye
Mr.
vesMrs.
and
Arthur
George Sprague
and searched foreign
of it, from the Bahama Islands in vessels stance boarded
recent
were
auto
visitors
gu sis of their sister, Taunie A
jn
Augusta
of the 3 mile limit and have Sprague
flying the British flag, but occasionally sels outside
one day recently.
Small in Waterville.
This
found.
practice,
when
under the flag of some other nation. The seized liquors
Mr. and Mrs J. B. Sprague have gona
lead to unfortunate
suppression of this smuggling is one of if continued, might
to housekeeping in the rent under MaTransfers in Real Estate
Presithe
and
this,
fearing
sonic Hall.
Mr. Sprague is principal of
the most difficult problems with which complications
has wisely ordered that such prac- the Liberty High school.
dent
have
to
contend.
prohibition officers
The following transfers in real estate
in cases when the
Miss Mary Kent Davey, who has been
Last July an amendment to the tariff bill : tice shall cease, except
were
recorded in the Waido County Regside
out
from
in the Wald
foreign vessels carry liquor
County Hospital for the
was prepared which declared that any
Deeds for the week ending Oct.
limit to the shore by means of their past five weeks, is now at the home of istry of
the
officer, whose du'y it was to enforce the
her sister, Mrs. Leslie Hurd.
1922:
2,
attention,
Public
boats or crews.
prohibitory law, might go on board any own
Charles H. White, Thorndike, to LetHon. L. C. Morse and Rev. H. W. Aband abroad, has now been divessel at any place in the L'nited States both here
bott went to North Searsport recently to tie C. White, do; land and buildings in
wathe
to
nations
of
the
rected to
rights
or within 4 marine leagues (about
12
attend the funeral service of a member Thorndike.
ters adjacent to their shores, and most of of the Waldo
County Veterans’ Associamiles' of the coast of the United States
Nellie E. Elkins, Searsport, to Annie
them are desirous of fixing a wider limit tion.
and search such vessel for intoxicating
E. Colson, do; land in Searsport.
over these waof
jurisdiction
complete
Rockof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Shibles
Edward
liquor. Good sense prevailed and the
Carrie E. Hobbs Brooks, to Stanley
port and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Maxcy of
amendment was not presented to Con- ters.
Glen Cove were auto visitors in town Bradley, Millinocket; land and buildings
gress, the proponents having been in
The legislature of Massachusetts re- Oct. 1 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. in Brooks.
formed by the Secretary of State, MrM. Hurd.
Eva T. and Edwin D. Burd, Winchescently defined the powers of the Fuel DiHughes, that the 3-mile limit was gener- rector of that state as follows:
to Milton B. Hills, Belfast;
ter, Mass
A CORD OF WOOD
land in Belfast.
ally accepted among the maritime na*
In making investigations he may comtions of the world as the limit of a na- pel the attendance of witnesses and the
Maude F. Sherman, Islesboro, to Angie
Mr. Washburn our Maine Commissioner
notified Clarence M. Miller, do; land in Islesboro.
of Agiiculture has
tion's jurisdiction over the adjacent sea, production of documents.
and
the
of
books
papers
Sealer
and
examine
Weights
He may
Brown, Deputy
Henry Hawkins, Knox, to Mary F.
and that the Government had on more
of individuals, firms, associations and Measures to look carefully after the meaStaples Roc! land; land in Northport.
than one occasion committed itself to
he
and
in
to
fuel
may
wood
dealing
sure
of
purchasers
being
supplied
corporations
Kate Staples, Stockton Springs, to Fred
that limit.
Hence he thought that, if compel the cooperation of all (fficers, throughout the state. Mr, Brown will
of turn his efforts in that direction for the L. Blanchard, do; land in Stockton.
and
departments
commissions
boards,
the 3-mile limit was to be changed, there
Herbert R
Ryder, Boston, Mass et
the state having information that may- present.
should be an international agreement
As is well known, the number of cubic als., to Alma J Rvier, Belfast; land and
assist him in making au investigation.
about the matter
He may ascertain the facilities for the feet required in a cord in the case of four buildings in Belfast.
Otherwise, interferdistribution of fuel and the means of ob- foot wood bafore manufacture is one
ence with foreign vessels outside the 3Blanche D. Clay, Belfast, et als
to
hundred and twenty-eight. The ruling of Mark Dolloff, do; land and buildings in
mile limit might subject this government taining it.
conobtained
the department, has recogn zed the fact Belfast.
He may publish any data
to claims for damages and perhaps bring
that there is a shrinkage after being fitted
cerning the cost or supply of fuel.
Orrin J. Dickev, Belfast, to Henry W.
about very serious international compliThe power thus conferred can have for the stove, and that a ccrd of sawed Morse; land in Northport.
wood ready for use may not occupy more
cations, especially at the present time.
its
Under
effect.
provisions
only a moral
Cora F Wo dburv. Mo tkille, to Henry
than 113 cubic feet, but at least this
It is not definitely known when the 3- the names of profiteers can be made amount will be required in all cases. M. Vose, Knox; land and buildings in
miie limit first came under discussion but known and this will doubtless deter The department is inclined todeal severe- Montville.
with 8ny wood dealers who may take
James A
Meservey, l incolnville, to
as early as 1744 an eminent Dutcn
jurist, many from charging exhorbitant prices. ly
advantage of tbe present emergency by Maitland. Alexander, Pittsburg, Pa.; land
the president of the Supreme Court of This law may seem to many to be a very
in Lincolnville.
giving short measure to their customers.
Holland, after considering tbe matter, ! childish enactment, but the legislature
said:—* On the whole it seems the better went to the limit of its rights.
—

|

rule that the control of the land over the
sea

extends as far as cannon will carry,
as we seem to have both

for that is as far
command and

ing, however,

possession

I

am

speak-

of cur own times in which

use those engines of war; otherwise I
should have to say in general terms that
the control of the land ends where tbe
power of man’s weapons end; for it is

we

this that guarantees

This
old

was

a

possession.”

guarded expression of the
might makes right.

doctrine that

About 100 years later cannon and ammunition had been eo greatly improved that
three miles
treme

was

considered to be the ex-

limit of

opinions

effectiveness, and after

had been given by the moat emi-

nent students and exponents of common
and international law of Great Britain

Within three days alter the bunting
opened there were 15 forest fires
raging in this state. The largest was
near Seboomook, where 200 men were
called out to stop its progress. The land

The September
do Pomona
grange in W int.
1 be

:

du

as

*

trrp

were

r

The choir rendered a seC. Edmonds
lection and the roll of subordinate grange,
the

representatives fro
Northern
Sunrise,
granges responded

n

which

to

retary,

s-

*!?

tn,.'i,.n,.,l;:r|' oufil;

u"

r.

O if
1
p.ed as follows: Overseer,
Crr.s,
Gate K eptr. J. W. Adlmgtoo;
’mon ;s;
Maud Uow; f lora, Gertrude t
Nets
and Assistant Stewards, Mr. and

called by

Morning

L>gl ‘§

and

Comet

L ght

For Sale

P.

legal classic. In the
edition of 1896 we find the following: "All
that can reasonably be asserted is, that
the dominion of the sovereign of the shore
over tHfe contiguous sea extends as far as
is requisite for his safety, and for some
lawful end.”
"According to current ideas of modern authority the general territorial jurisdiction extends into
the sea aa far aa a cannon shot will reach
and no farther.”
Although the 3-mile limit has been,
with few exceptions, respected by the
nations, it is now tbe almost unanimous
opinion of the international jurists of all
the leading maritime nations that the 3mile limit rule should be changed to a 15-

lo Case of Accidents
Scalds, Burns,
Sprains and Bruises, Insect or Mosquito Bites,
Cuts,

f

by,'«'*l

Vi

c sm

,

Hart*
o.|,n'VK‘.

5w39

ran

*•"

sSj

1 cnil "n'1 »•'!!
roU whv?
write or
telephone f~w

:,-v
p

kindly

appointment.
mrs. Isaac

nn

s

hills
BELFAST
Rigutertd Sptni-tr C ’■ittitrt
72-22. ».

TEI

ft

CorseTS

At this

was well received.
“The ami of the Farm Bureau as I see
it,” was explained by O. B Dow, and
“How the Farm bureau cr.n h<--p the
farmer,” was the su;j cl of an instructive talk by N S Don. hue.
Tile topics under .i.eus-ion should he
farmer anil each
cf interest to every
speaker brought forward many good sug-

which

gestions.
A reading ov Je nine W eob and a recitation by Minnie Thayer concluded the it
erary exercises and after a selection by
the choir the meeting c osed with the
u ual ceremony.

ci

i

'.v..

Write today for our
180 page catalog. It's FREE.
Kendall & Whitney, Portland. Me.
Supplying Agricultural A cedi since 1858.

y?

•;

FL'R

FLETv*lER^
CONSTiPATioToFIIN

^

POISONS SYSTEM
Mrs. l’oyce Tells Her t

xperience.

The majority of people suffer from constipation which poisons the whole system

ami causes coated tongues, bad headaches, )
foul brea’l. and actual illness in ch 1-hen,
often results in high fever and worm
trouble.
These conditi ns may be cj iic! \ reiievei bv Hr. Itue's Klixtr. ti e I rue Fam
ily Laxative and Worm I xpeller that has
worked wm iers for men. women and
chibiren since 185!
I have great faith in yr-ur I r. True's
I give it to mv boy, it is doing
Klixir
him much good arid 1 w ui i no', be with
Mrs. Joseph
o it a bo't e fur anything
Boyce, (Tracey Station, N B >
You know the sy notoins of chronic i

constipation:

stunach,

sour
h-

We are head
arters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit
IJ

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, West
!>’, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I.. Pink, Niantic, I
Conn., Pink, St. Cloud, Minn., Red, W is- \
cor sin Mahogany, Warsaw, Wis., Red,
1

belching,

uli eyes, constant headaches, an get eral at of-aorta,
I rue’s Llixir
Let I r
grouchy feehn*
offensive

help

you.

Urea;:

vy

A beautiful dark led— the reddest of reds.

40c—60c—$1.20.

IMPORTED

National Glenwood Week, October 7tn-14th

Beers Red,

Magda Rtd,

Balmoral Rtd

season

CALL AND SEE THEM.

A. S. PEAL,

and the state pay the expense of

owners

fighting these fires and the owners of the
Some of
forests suffer heavy losses.
these fires are not the result of carelessthe part ot the hunter, but it is

ness on

believed most of them
safe

prevention

for these

are.

No collection

The only

the opening of the hunting

season or

C. L. FISH, Manager,
35

if

target like a house,
He missed it.
Snug in his blind, it was his luck
Almost to touch a floating duck,
He missed it.
When, broadside on, among tbe spruce,
There paused a quite enormous moose,
He missed-it.
Two miles away, a mackinaw
Worn by a guide he briefly saw,
He hit it.”

Miller

There

Belfast, Maint

Street,
Tel. 370.

Write, call

was a

public

reduction of

debt

$230,000,000
during the last month.

CASTOR IA
Signature

of

phone.
•-—-

Coughs and Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism

For

j

and All Aches and Pains
ALL DRUGGISTS
35c and 65c, jar* and tube*
Hospital size, $3.00

Expert
and

Piano

Tuning

The Marshall properties, formerly
»®
the Jonathan Etwell estate, situated
ring®.11
fast. Northport and Stockton
lows:

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone

126-4._4

For

ltf

Sale

15 acrts extending
shore, well*
desirable for summer home or for cnlU®*l
into cottage lots.
2. House and lot of one*eighth of
Lot of about

1.

Northport

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

adjoining

WANTED

Don’t grow old with
three meals

a

day, 1000 meals a year,

you

actually

COOKING
spend three solid months of working days at your range
from January to January.
Life is too short to waste your time over an old stove that
you can’t depend on and that has to be coaxed to do its work.
Isn’t it about time you traded your old range for
cient Modern Glenwood? Ask us for particulars.
”
Glenwood Ranges “Make Cooking Easy.

an

Home Furnishing Co., Belfast

effi-

SALESMAN: (100.00 and commission to
sell guaranteed cord tires direct from factory at lowest prices.
GOODSTOCK. TIRE CO.,
1106 S. Michigan Ave., C: icago, Illinois

Giles G. Abbott,
Real Estate, Timberlands and
Fire Insurance
HAYFORD BLOCK. BELFAST, MAINE
1922 Auto License and

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

nue

above

to the

parcel

on

A

Northport

^

i0^

The

LAND IN
1.

1

stead

NORTHPORT

bat part of the Jonathan
on the easterly side

*

!

lying

^
^

from Belfast to Northport C»ropgri-'UD
calle
adjoining the North Shore, eo
^
we
ing the beautifully situated and
^
**
point extending from North
head •*
1
to
runs
and westerly as the shore
an
^
the cove, unusually well located
-for a large summer residence
acres.
taining about thirty-four
ten
2. About one hundred and
*>■

f^ptii

southerly of and adjoining
called,

on

'^ore

NortHK^ (|^ltW
Heights. I*1'8

the road from

ground to Temple
1 cs
long shore front and buildings
road westerly of the first mention*®

Land in Stockton

must be sworn to.

,0
^

Spring*
_

About sixteen seres

Sargent lot, situated

MAURICE W. LORD
Notary Public.

Avt

old Preston place,
,
ilodfltl®
Northport Avenue opposite a.
•*
thirty-four
about
house, containirg
3.

old range

?

BELFAST

LAND IN

A’one-horse jigger wagon.

an

^

FOR SALE

Repairing

LLOYD D. McKEEN,

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

or

__

a

The damage to American property by
the fire in Smyrna was about $3,000,000.
This is the gist of a report sent to our
State Department cabled by Admiral
Bristol.

in our

everywhat

Collections

pay.

Creditors Mercantile Agency

great northern forests to all hunting
during all dangerous periods. Governor
Baxter acted with commendahle promptness in putting a ban on hunting in the
big woods until the danger period has
passed. If numerous fires are to follow

our

Offered

no

Belfast, Maine,

fires is to close

are no legal reasons why the 3-mile limit
The hunting season is now on and this
a
distance ;
may not be increased to
reminds us of a verse printed in Life, at
of at least the range of a modern cannon.
the close of the season of 1921:
On this matter the American view is
“Smith, who had the hunting habit,
a
in
Kents’
Commentaries,
clearly shown
Ran across a snowshoe rabbit.
He missed it.
work which baa passed through 14 ediLater, a most unwary grouse
tior 6 and revisions, and stands in the
a

Se-m

GEo o

V°l

reassemDled

W ebb.

po

"R

was called
upon
point Celia Nickerson
and responded wiih an original poem,

There was no internation- time until the ground is covered with
al conference, there was no treaty and no snow.
laws were passed establishing it.
Writ- j
In the country at large crops have riping on this subject only five years ago
the foremost of English authorities on ened without damage by frosts, there is
international law said:—“It may be less unemployment than at any other
doubted whether tbe 3- mile limit has ev- time this year, there were less failures
last month than in previous summer or
er been unequivocally settled.”
fall months this year, car loadings are at
It is true, however, and also quite re
markable that tbe 3-mile limit has been, their peak for the year and in som.- lines
practically, a law unto all the leading there is an improvement in business.
Al- Wheat is selling at $1 00 a bushel in tbe
maritime nations of the world.
though but a rule, it has seldom been in- great wheat growing Slates and this
flour fcr
would seem to assure us of
fringed.
The
Today tbe effective range ol a cannon next year at a reasonable price.
from an up to date shore battery is 12 or railroads have bought freely of engines
We cannot hope for a real
15 miles and nearly all the leading au- and cars.
thorities on international laws and us- boom in business, however while there
ages in recent years nave said that there is menace of a war in the Near East.

as

1W2. at 7 P m.u.t
jert one or all h

r
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THE MISSING MESSENGER

THE PUZZLE OF THE
EMPRESS

TT WAS on June 14, 1004, that Kent
Loomis, brother of F. B. Loomis,
the assistant secretary of state, sailed
from New York on hoard the Kaiser
Wilhelm II, bearing with him the text
of a treaty between the United States
and Abyssinia—a treaty concerning
which there had been much conjecture
and speculation on the part of certain

A LI,

the mystery and intrigue for
which the East is famous could
easily be epitomized in the strange,
almost uncanny story of Tsu-Hsl,
dowager empress of China, and for

■“

European

**

years the power behind the throne of
the Celestial Empire. Where she came
from, how she exerted her almost supernatural power, the way in which
she managed to substitute the tlrst
cousin of her dead son in the place
of tlie buhy emperor, the manner of
her death, and the very disposition of
her body, are all veiled in a cloud of
uncertainty, from which ttiere emerge*
only the fact that Tsu-IIsi deserves to
lie ranked with Catherine of Russia
as one of the few women who ever

powers.

Under ordinary circumstances Loomis would have taken hls-wlfe nnd child
with him; on this occasion, he considered it best to leave them behind
In Parkersburg, W. V., both on account
of the fact that he was on a diplomatic mission nnd because he Intended
to participate In some big-game hunting nfter delivering the treaty to King

ASK FOR THEM-0Y THESE NAMES
RACINE

RACINE

RACINE

Multi-Mile Cord

Trusty Tread

Country Road

A CORD TIRE OF

A FABRIC TIRE ONLY

A FABRIC TIRE

EXTRA-TESTED

IN 30»3«o30*3!1
SIZES

GIVING SUPERIOR
SERVICE

QUALITY

the
20, the
due to
It was
at the
and a
steward was dispatched to find out If
he were 111. A few minutes later the
steward returned with the news that
Loomis' berth had not lieen occupied
and an immediate search of the ship
was ordered—but without bringing to
light the slightest trace of the repre-

IDENTIFY THEM-0Y THIS NAME ON EVERY TIRE
Made

by
RACINE RUBBER COMPANY
RACINE .WISCONSIN

Iffare distributors for Racine tires and recommend, them to you

Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
City Garage, Jewett & Hills, Proprietors
United Motor Service

Genuine Delco, Kemy and Connecticut Electrical Equipment
Zenith Carbureter Service

that Loomis had come in at a fairly
late hour on several previous evenings.
British officials at Plymouth nnd the
French officers at Cherbourg repeated
the search of the steamer, but in vain.
Nothing was missing from the cabin

fine opportunity foryou
THE TRUTH ABOUT THE age under 6 per cent for the 23 months is
3188,160,696, but not one cent is made up
RAILROADS
t
the roads for the simple reason that

save the suit which Loomis was wearing at the time and even the tlat dispatch box which contained the text of
the treaty was found concealed beneath a pile of clothing in one corner
Investigation deof Loomis’ trunk.
veloped the fact, however, that the
State department messenger had been
in the habit of carrying this box in
his pocket nnd had luld It aside on the
previous evening only because it made
an unseemly bulge In the dress clothes
which he had donned In honor of the

<

It is difficult to understand why there
is an insistent effort to lead the public to
believe that the government ia guaranteWe have it
eing returns to the railroads
untruthfully reiterated time and time
again that the government guarantees to
the railroads a lixed return under the
transportation ac of 1920, known as the
Each-Cummins Act. The only guaranty
in that act expired, September 1 1920,
This was a guaranty
over two years ago.
of the return fixed by President Wilson
for a period of six months after federal
control ended, the period necessary for the
Interstate Commerce Commission to esIn other
tablish the new rate structure.
words, we simply carried on federal control as to railroad revenues for a period of
This w ,s absolutely necessix months.
structure at the
sary, for the freight-rate
time federal coutrol terminated lacked
over a million dollarsa day paying operating expenses in the hands of the government. Not one penny has been paid by
the United States government for any
period otter September 1, 1920, more than
two years ago.
And the government is
not obli.ed to pay one single penny for
any per.od since that date
Some of those who favored government
ownership of railroads or the cootiouance
of federal coutrol in their disappointment
have
in not getting what they desire
continued circulating the false statement
rate
was
a
guathat the rule of
making
I denounce this statement as au
ranty.
fabrication.
The
Esch-Cumunqualified
niins Act required the Interstate Commerce Commission to 'establish rates so
that the carriers as a whole—or as,a whole
in each of such rate groups or territories
as the commission may from time to time
designate—will under honest, eilicient,
and economical management and reasonable expenditures for maintenance of way,
structures, and equipment earn an aggregate annual net railway operating income equal as nearly as may be, to a fair
return upon the aggregate value of the

railway property of sue carrieri.”
For a period ending March 1 last, the
act specified that a fair return was to be
This
6 per cent on the property value.
period ended more than six months ago,
but it was never meant as a guaranty aiyl
can not
possibly be construed as a guaranty. For the first year after the establishment of the rate structure the railroads earned

less than 3 per cent on the
as fixed by the InThe
terstate Commerce
Commission
roads suffer the loss, however, and the
government has nut agreed to and will
not make up the difference as would be
the case if there were a guaranty. The
Interstate Commerce Commisson at the
end of the two- year period fixed the rule
of rate m .king at 5 3-4 per cent return on
the property value.
mere is an important provision coupieu
with the rule of rate making, that where
any road earns more than6 percent, onehalf of the excess shall be paid to the
United States government.
Although freight rates have been great-

value of their property

ly reduced they are still considerably
higher than the rates were before the war
The demagogue declares this is due to the
transportation act. The claim is whollv
without foundation.
Whatever may be said of the wisdom
of these provisions, it can unquestionably be said that neither the guaranty for
the six months nor the rule of rate making is responsible for high freight rates.
The obvious proof of this is that the six
months’ guaranty was
added to
not
freight rates, but was paid out of the
Treasury just like the deficit under federal control and the rule of rate making
did not yield 6 per cent, but less than 3
her cent, on the property value of the
roads.
This rate of return would have
commanded by the provision of the
Jeen
federal and State Constitutions against
confiscation of private property.
There is just one thing that is mainly
responsible for higb freight rates and
that is the high operating expenses of
the roads.
If the rates were reduced so
fhat the roads would not receive any net
return on investment the reduction
would not be a substantial one aud would
give but little relief.
”om September
1, 1920, to August 31,
:. *■ file year following the guaranty pe•
file total operating revenues of the
,
‘ass
*
railways, which represent 95 per
the reveuue®. was
*6,045,338,109.
Of 5i
at*
there was a n't railway operati«t income
of *530,655.927.
This is but
es
r,:,?ercent on the property value of the
in.5oada' The total operating expenses,
isru
th.n
r.

?

were *6,514,682,173.
Ataxea!
re,ief
not in providing
a,rutbat
l*ie 2.9

per cent return,

It
less

which

is

by tbe *600,000,000, but in
«tL»r£ented
Xln®
operating expenses which
of the amount
D,fje-aent *5.500,000,000
The
r._,

latter is about eleven
‘n„ratea«r*ater than the former,
11 montba’ period from Septern/ *’

tjm
f
utr

*92**

t0 J»ly 31, 1922, the rate
year was 6.27
The shortper cent.
%

the act did not guarantee the return.
Reduction in operating expenses is bein,! made. Reductions in the cost of materials and equipment and reduction in
laboi costs have been of a substantial
niture and reduction in freight rates
re
The transportation act has
following.
weathered two and one-third years of the
most trying days of readjustment, and in
spite of business depression it has so sustained railroad credit as to prevent the
financial disaster which would have re
suited if railroad failures and receivership had accrued. The railroads, as an
instrumentality for transportation, have
b en preserved and improved
The net
earnings are moving upward as the operThis will
ating costs are being lowered.
be accelerated as the increase in business
shall increase the freight and passenger
revenues.
Capital for additions and betterments can now be obtained.
We thus
have the safe and secure basis for a continued reduction in freight rates.
Maine

post

offices.

on

sentative of the American government.
Several passengers volunteered the
had
seen
that
Information
they
Loomis on deck shortly nfter midnight and William E. Ellis, cahlnmate and traveling companion of the
missing passenger, declared that his
friend's absence from the cahln had
not alnrmed him because of the fact

Boston Racine Rubber

fty Everett Sanders, Representative in ConFifth District of Indiana
gress front the

completely dominated
age kingdom.

Menellk.

Nothing unusual occurred
trip until the morning of June
day on which the stenmer was
dock at Plymouth. Englnnd.
then noted that Loomis' seat
captain's table was empty

captain's dinner.
During tlie next few weeks

rumor*

of nil kinds filled the press on both
sides of the Atlantic. Loomis had gone
suddenly mad and had been placed In
a sanatorium. He had slipped off the

j

BOYS’ ANU GIRLS’ CAMPS
There are 168 boys’ and girls’ camps in
Maine with an enrollment the present
year of 6,500, according to the census
completed by the St te of Maine Publicity
Bureau. These camps are open during
July and August and during the past few
years have been growing very rapidly,
the increase this year being nearly 30 per
cent over that of the previous year. These
figures were taken from the records of
the transportation companies and consequently are correct, as they were the
actual number of children carried by the
Few realize the extent of this
railroad.
business as the camps usually are located
of some lake and in some
on the shores
secluded spoi away from the main traveled highway, and railroads. The Publicity
Bureau estimates this business amounts
to between $3,000,000 and $4,000,060 an-

Including children, teachers,
and employees there muBt be
coun ellors
10,000 people quartered in these camps
during the summer, as one camp alone

nually.

While the
had a comb ned total of 650.
great majority of these camps are located
in the Southwestern section of the S ate,
the present tendency seems to be to go
further east, as some of the later camps
have been located in Piscataquis and
Washington counties.
THE FARMER.

King may rule o’er land and sea,
Lord may live right royally,
Soldier ride in pomp and pride,
Sailor roam o’er the ocean wide,
this or that, whate’er befall,
Farmer, he must feed them all.
God bless the man who sows the wheat,
Who linds us milk and fruit and meat,
May his purse be heavy, his heart be
light,
His cattle and corn and all go right;
God bless the seed his hands let fall,
For the Farmer, he must feed us all.

The
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Scrofula Most Progressive Now

barely discernible
“Kent J. Loomis.”
was

the

It was therefore practically certain
that the messenger had been murdered. But who had killed him—and
why? Had he been struck down on
account of the money he was carrying
Was his
or because of the treaty?
death a forecast of the World war
which was to follow twelve
years

diplomatic intrigue.
A Bit Skeptical.
Is
the
important

"Who

looking

stranger?”
“lie styles himself advance guard of
prosperity. He is here to address the
business men of our town.”
“The hotel proprietor doesn't seem
to believe he’s the advance guard of
prosperity. He 1ms just refused to
cash the stranger’s check.”—Birming-
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which dompress. hut as the power
inated the emperor by means of the
lash whenever lie showed a disinclination to fall In with her wishes.
As befitted one of the most remarkable women in history, the death of

dramatic and mysterious as her origin and early history.
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Some Piople Are Born Lucky.
Xnptli—Old you enjoy the banquet?
West—Very much. I wasn’t hungry !
tclopram called me
anyway nn*l a
started.—
away just as the <pei’'tes
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Notice

We wish to inform the public that wt
•re doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd,Fellows’Block, Eelfast, Me.
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FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
ofTice.
Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
tf45
Hayford Block, Belfast, Me.
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AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING

its work.

An upper tenement of four rooms,
large shed and barn, city water and
electric lights.
Apply to
MRS. MARGARET P. WOOD,
10 Vine Street.
tf40
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doing
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Catarrh is a local disease greatly influIt
enced by constitutional conditions.
therefore requires constitutional treatment.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Is taken internally and acts through the
Blood

degree angle togive

Both models are upholstered in genuine
leather; have ample space under the rear
deck for luggage; ignition and thief-proof
transmission locks, and cowl ventilator.

three-passenger Roadster has cowl
storm curtains opening with the
doors; large plate-glass window in rear curThe
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yesterday.
Short—I suppose they regard you
as one of the family by now, don't
$
they?
“Not exactly. They haven’t reached
the point where they shriek at me If

are

Studebaker low prices are
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Studebaker quality is traditional.
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TheStudebaker Light-Six CoupeRoadster scats two passengers ; has
side coach lamps; rain visor and
windshield wiper; eight-day clock.
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Still

Valves

tion. Crank shaft and connecting
rods are machined on all surfaces,
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insuring longer life to the motor.
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License 377.
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completely Studebaker built
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an

minimum.
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Licensed Embalmer

and her protege.
“The dentil which she had meted out
to others has overtaken her at last,"
was the popular verdict, but beyond
Thus
this nottiing was discovered.
passed, as mysteriously as she had
lived, one of the most remarkable characters in history-—an autocrat whose
birth, life and death were all shrouded

to

Each is built for hard usage, day

^

of health. Less than a fortnight later,
however, it was announced that the
died and. at
empress had suddenly
the same time, a bulletin was temed
stating rluit the emperor had passed
Those
away on the preceding evening.
familiar with the intrigue surrounding
the Chinese court shook their heads
wisely and smiled with more than a
trace of grimness at the thought of
the fate which had overtaken Tsu-Hsl

There’s
to reduce

have fulfilled the needs of

rally

A MV L.
SUE M.

enty-fourth birthday—an
which she appeared to lie

later?
These and all the other questions
which surrounded the mystery remain
of the unsolved riddles of
as one

once

ins as the new ruler of China—a coup
which the empress is said to have engineered by means of mreats of personal violence against the mandarins
and an oath that site would encompass the death of any who dared opthis time unpose iter wishes. From
til the deatlt of Kwang-IIsu. in 1008,
Tsu-Hsi was the real head of the

which uppeared to have been Inflicted
before death and a post-mortem examination of the lungs of the dead
man showed conclusively thnt death
had been due to the blow which had
resulted in this wound, rather than to
drowning. The physicians were divided in their opinion as to whether
the blow had been delivered by an In-

Sudden changesof weather are especialnone more so
ly trying, and probably to
than to the scrofulous and consumptive.
The progress of scrofula during a nor
ham Age-Herald.
mal autumn is commonly great.
It is probable that few people ever think
and
MirsOR MUS1NGS.
of scrofula—its bunches, eruptions,
wasting of the body—without thinking
have
from
it
sufferers
of the benefit many
Of course the way they dress nowaderived from Hood’s Sarsaparilla, whose
of this one dis- days is ail wrong, but would you like to
success in the treatment
be enough to make it see modern girls running around in calico
ease alone would
famous medi- wrappers and “mother hubbards?’’
what it is, one of the most
Calico wrappers and mother hubbards
cines in the world.
or town
would not be too bad, but may we be
There is probably not a city
has not proved
where Hood’s Sarsaparilla
spared from the “grecian bend” and the
than one, in ar
its merit in more homes
scrof- hoop skirt.
resting and completely eradicating
as serious and as
ula, which is almost
much to be feared as its near relative,

consumption.

and proceeded
another part of the palace, snatching
the
up the three-.veur-old cousin of
dead emperor, Kwang-IIsu. and presenting hint to tiie assembled mandar-

body lay

the body
Careful examination of
developed the fact that, under the
right ear, there was a circular wound

water.

mands

brains and her ability to dominate
those around her.
Hut, no matter what her origin
was, high or low, the fact that Tsu11 si ruled the imperial palace with
a rod of iron is a matter of record, as
is the dramatic manner in which she
foiled the plot to wreck tier power
son
her
the
murder of
through
shortly after he had ascended the

name,

strument similar to a bluekjack or
whether Loomis might have fallen and
struck his head against a projecting
portion of the Ironwork on the steamer.
Examination of the Kaiser Wilhelm’s log showed, however, that the
sea had been extremely calm on the
night that Loomis came to his death
and that there had not beeu enough
roll to cause anyone to lose his footing. Besides, there was the evidence
of the manner in which the body was
The coat was missing, the
clothed.
collar had been torn partly away and
there were other signs of rough treatment before Loomis had struck the

In

use.

|

at

luggage

primarily built for business

were

etn-1

The conspiracy was successthrone.
ful. so far as the death of the boy
was concerned, but no sooner had he
succumbed to a very brief illness titan
the empress left the tied where his

space is
the rear decks.

The Studebaker Light Six
Roadster and Coupe Roadster

t

wives of the emperor,
Hsien-Feng. Her beauty and her
charm attracted the favorable attention both of the dowager empress
and tlie iirst wife of the emperor, and
she was soon accorded tlie comparative position of honor as fourtli wife
to the emperor, taking the place of the
second wife when the latter died some ,
months later.
Iwu years after Tsu-Hsl entered!
the palace she gave birth to a son—9
a
boy who succeeded to the throne!
upon the death of his father five I
years, later, the first wife of the
peror being childless.
Long before)
this time, however, official Peking was'
boiling over with gossip as to the
j origin of the "peasant empress," as
Bhe was known on account of the fact
thut her feet had never been bound.
According to one story, she was a
slave-girl whose beauty had attracted
Anthe attention of the emperor.
i other rumor maintained that she had
; been given to the governor of a southern
province in return for a favor
conferred upon her mother and that
the governor, wishing to secure favor
in the eyes of the emperor, had sent
her to Peking, where she soon ruled
the court by virtue of her overpowerA third report—
ing personality.
and one which was most generally
accepted—was that she was the protege of Li Hung Chang, who was supposed to have placed her in the imperial palace to further his own ends,
knowing that she was the daughter
of a Tartar general, a heritage which
would have accounted both for tier

j

clerks,

vast, half-sav-

ranks of the

steamer at Plymouth disguised as a
He was the
second-class passenger.
of International
victim of a clique
spies who. balked In their attempt to
secure possession of the text of the
treaty, were holding him for ransom.
all of I He was still confined in the hold of
num
the Kaiser Wilhelm—ami so on to the
post- I limit of the lmiglnatlons of those who
class !j like to use fact as a basis for fiction.

Fifteen million pounds o
postma-iters.
second class matter are mailed, the annual postage on which amounts to $370
000.

a

The tirst that was known of Tsullsl was when she arrived in Peking, :
unheralded, to take her place in the

Maine has more postoffices than
the New England States. The total
her is 860, including eight first class
offices, 36 second class. 158 third
and 658 fourth class
;
But all these reports were set at
The annual receipts of the Maine.offiees |
rest when, on the morning of July 18
the -annual cost of
are $3,200,000 and
maintenance $2,700,000. From the Maine j —Just thirty-two days after Loomis
had sailed from New York—a body
offices annually are issued
1,700,000
money
orders, aggregating $15,000,000 was washed up at Warren Point,
and 1,450,000 orders are cashed, aggreg itabout fifteen miles from Plymouth.
ing $10 000,000. Salaries of all postmasBelieving thnt the body was that of a
ters amount to $660,000
common sailor, the local police were
There are 480 rural routes in Maine,
about to Inter It without further cerecovering 11.8U0 miles, maintained at an
mony. when, from the watch-pocket
expense to the government of $890,000.
of the trousers there dropped a waterTlie lirst and second class offices of Maine
soaked bit of pasteboard, upon which
350
including assistant

employ

PEASANT

LOST
DEPOSIT BOOR No. 3723, issued by the
Waldo Trust Comi any, Belfast. Finder
will please return same to
WALDO TRUST COMPANY.
Belfast, Sept. 18, 1922—3w38

Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.

LORD & CO.
Tel. 343-3

mn

.=---^

Room

to

Let

All modem convenience—
front

comer room.

The

Apply

Journal Office.

to

,.

Relief from
Rheumatic Pain*

’
Mass ; cruel and abusive treat*
ment; care and custody of minor children,
Lena E and Clara P. given to father;
mother to see them at reasonable times.

! Quincy,
1

!

Rhenmatism d s a constitutional
disease. It causes local aches and
stiff
pains, inflamed joints and
muscles; but cannot be permanently
relieved bv local or external applications. ft must have constitutional

Buzzell & Thornton.
vs.
Myrtle E Davis, Libt, of Belfast,
Warren K Davis of Bat i; cruel and abuBuzzell & Thornton.
sive treatment.
Gladys V Prstt, Libt, of Unity, vs.

treatment.
Take the c~"at blond-pnnfying and
tonic medicine. Hood's Sarsaparilla,
which corrects the acid condition of

Philip White spent Sunday at her home
in Monroe.
Mrs.

Albert M.

J~dge

Spear, Preiiding

Frank

intoxication.

Mrs. Silas Curtis.
The Misses Helen and Elizabeth Averill
of Haverhill, Mass., are visiting their
mother, Mrs. F. W. Batchelder.

him Satur-

Eaton of the prison came for
day morning. Exceptions were filed by
the counsel for the defence but were overruled by Judge Spear.
The Sentences.

Kingsbury and Edward Bea
left for Stonington Saturday, where they

vester

vs

parties;

Dummer

Sylvseter,

employment
Our popular postmaster,

Mr. Peter Fla-

vs.

Harry Peavey and children
visiting friends in Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. Merle Fogg are living in
in the rent over the drug store.
Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins were
Bangor last week for a short visit.

pounds

and

a

half

That

beats

Aroostook potatoes.

I

Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Atherton of CariBrewer
bou and Mrs. B. M. Taylor of
Mrs. H. A.
were the guests of Mr. and
Scribner for the past week.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12
UNTIL ALL GOODS ARE SOLD

A little son weighing 6 lbs came to Mr.
and Mrs.

Leroy Staples Saturday night.

Linwood Jones and a friend from
China Me., called on friends here recentMrs.

i

This stock consists of Coats,

Suits, Skirts, Dresses

Ray Bowden, attendant at a private
in Newton, Mass., is at his par-

hospital

ent*’ home for a vacation.
Mrs.
have

L.
been

T.

Dunham and two children
guests of relatives in

the

Franklin for several weeks.
Lightning entered the home of Joseph
Elwell during the shower Thursday evening but did no serious damage.
Mrs Emma Carlton of Winterport who
has kept house for Joseph Uinn for several years passed away Sunday.
Mr. and

Mrs. Elmer Waning and little

of Damariscotta spent the week end
wi‘h her mother, Mrs. Affie Crockett.

•on

Mrs. Estelle Clement and brother Waldo

Porter, formerly of Lowell, Mass.,
cuping the lower rent in
house

toe

Miss C. A. Ferguson of
has been visiting friends
Cheney Higgins and wife,

are

I-—-_

oc-

\

A. B Payson

"—

lb 5b

129 30

^SlblS

52915

I RACCOON

Groton, Mass.,

1003

*

$1023

CQLcM*

this village,
Mr. and Mrs.

in

M. S. Stiles.

Little Arthur Webb whohas been living
H.

his grandparents, Mr. and Mc^ H.
Webb, returned to Mass, with his

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gould and three
children who spent the summer in Ocean

Mrs. Grace Bachelder has the work

SPORT COATS-Polo and double faced

on

materials, $10.98

up
1

DRESSY COATS-Normandv Cloth, bolivia, gerona

to move this week.
Mrs. Ethel Evans of Chelsea,
the guest ot her sister, Rose Goddard, for

and

cordett, in the latest models

$19.75

Mass, is

Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bowden are visiting
relatives for two weeks in Abbot, Me
Next month they intend going to Florida
where they usually spend the winters.

FUR COATS-Raccoon, muskrat, marmot

going from there
to

on

Sunday in the White

visit in Belfast with Mr.

(

and

coney.$49.50

Miss Addie Davis spent last week with
her niece, Mrs. Minnie Tasker in Monroe,
car

up

PLUSH COATS -Some with fur collars and cuffs, $8.98 up

several weeks while recuperating from a
serious surgical operation of recent date.

up

SUITS—Tricotine, velour, serge and jersey

$8.98 up

SKIRTS-Fine

$3.98 up

and Mrs.

Ed. White before they leave for Florida

for the winter.
All the teachers of Mr. Dunham’s district including Monroe, Swanville, Jackson, Waldo and Brooks are to meet at
Brooks Monday evening for the purpose
of forming a teachers association. A program will be presented and refreshments

prunella stripes

DRESSES-Silks, tricotine, poiret twill

$7.98

up

DON’T FORGET THE PLACE

DAVIS’

Phoenix Row,

]

|

Purs

ia
Mr*. Ralph Sheldon of Camden
spending a week with the family of her
cousin, Cyrus Ryder.

duets, trios* quartets, farces and community singing, after which the students
and guests sat down to a real banquet at served.
Divorces Decreed
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. Emmons, who have been
Trances L. Grant, Libt., Belfast, vs. which Mr. Warren, principal
acted as master bf ceremonies.
John W. Grant of New York; cruel and school,
employed at Old Orchard during the
for satisfying the inner cravabusive treatment, with care and custody The passion
summer, are at home this week, storing
restrained until several lusty their
of minor child to be given to mother for ings was
goods and preparing the home for
could be given, after which
six months each year; also six months to j school cheers
renting, before returning to their work,
sat down to make
as they expect to remain at Old Orchard
father. Libelee to pay mother $15 per the hungry participants
Leo Foley, president of the
time.
lost
Next to
up
and
care of child. Dunton
during the coming year.
weeK for board
senior class, delivered an excellent speech
& Morse.
to the freshmen, in which he
Rose I. Parsons, Libt., of Thorndike, of welcome
SWANVIILE
of the pitfalls of school
them
cautioned
vs. Lewis W. Parsons of parts unknown;
report a large crowd of people and a fine
the
as
to
them
advised
proper
WEST M0NTV1LLE
non-support; care of minor children Al- life and
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Black returned
exhibit of vegetables, fruit and fancy
to them
the
open
of
use
opportunities
bert H Winnie M., Evelyn M. and Tins
home to Houlton Tuesday, Oct. 3rd.
Orlando Morse purchased a cow of W. work.
through their school work.. Donald Clegg,
E. given to mother. * F. W. Brown, Jr.
Mr. Fred Ycrk of Chelsea, Mass., is D. Bowler last week..
Hon. L. C. Morse, Rev. H. W. Abbott,
thanks
for
the
gave
freshmen,
spokesman
Nina R. Glidden. Libt., of frankfoit,
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Margaret i
has gone to West J. R. Lamson, Frederick Chapman, J. L.
Bowler
Mrs.
W.
own inimitable manner for the
(D.
in
his
vs. Dallas C. Glidden, do.; cruel and
at the hands of the York.
Medway, Mass., to live with her son, Know!ton, Mrs. Sophronia Murray, Mrs.
abusive treatment; in lieu of alimony to courtesies received
Marilla Carpenter and Mrs. Ellen HarriMattie Moore, who has been the Ralph Sawyer.
was given j
Sirs.
talk
An
interesting
seniors.
pay libellant a sufficient specified sum, to
of guest of her daughter, Mrs. Raphnel
is man of Montville attended th#Veterans’
and
out
superintendent
Mr.
is
selling
Morgrage,
Bowler
by
D.
William
R.
C.
Chapman.
writ, $50.
Association at North Searsport last week.
the pecuniary value of an i Leavitt in Corinna, has returned home.
going to Lowell, Mass., to live with his
Gladys L. Lowe, Libt., Frankfort, vs. schools, on
the
stuto
out
Mrs. Albert Porter and two children son, Harold Bowler.
Walter D. Lowe, do.; adultery; care and J education. He brought
that if they were to motored to Bangor last Wednesday with
SOUTH MONTVILLfc.
custody of minor child, Maitland H.,given dents the fact
Mrs. Esther Eldred, a trained nurse
consider only the monetary value of a Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson for a visit from
Mr.
of
Buzzell & Thornton.
the
was
guest
tw mother.
Boston, Mass.,
it would be worth with relatives.
Allen Colby returned to his studies at
Alice V. Stewart, Libt., Montville, vs. high school education,
and Mrs. Ralph Howard Thursday.
and
advised
a
dollars
nine
day,
the U. of M., Monday.
Mr. A. Ross Nickerson arrived from
Frank L. Stewart of Gardiner; utter de- to them
some
poultry
Walter Banton purchased
them ‘that if their time waa not worth Pecketts-on-Sugar Hill, Franconia, N.
Miss Etta Gilman is spending a few
sertion. Buzzell & Thornton.
of Will Bowler last week, who is soon to
bara
make
would
good
that
they
much,
Blanche M. Patterson, Libt, Belfast,
H., Saturday night for a few days' visit go to Massachusetts to live with his son. weeks in Boston and Lebanon, N. H.
in school. An interesting at the old home.
ws. Herbert E. Patterson, do.; cruel and gain by staying
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hooper are leaving
Some nice meetings are being held at
waa a talk oy Mrs.
abusive treatment; care and custody of part of the program
Through th? County A.ent and the the Methodist church at McFarland’s this week to spend the winter in Massathe
in
grammar
Cora Tolman, teacher
minor child, Wesley, given to mother.
Farm Fu'eau the State Veterinary tested
Corner. The preachers so far are Rev. chusetts.
school, in which talk she brought out 125 cows for tuberculosis in this vicinity
Buzzell & Thornton.
Mrs. Sarah Bryant is very sick at the
Frank Hooper, the evangelist, who reail
business
in
them
and
and
lound
of
life
right
Harry E. Walker, Libt., Belfast, vs. many features
Mrs. Joslyn of Milford,
Massachusetts,
from
time.
here
came
present
cently
lived and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Smith (Mrs.
Agnes M. Walker, do.; cruel and abusive Michigan in which State she
Ernest Davis, and next Sunday, Mass., is with her.
Rev.
on
an
auto
call
made
Ward)
also
West
She
Ellen
praised
for
many years.
Buzzell & Thornton.
taught
treatment.
Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson and Miaa Celia, Oct. 15, Rev. Charles Adams will preach
Mr. and Mrs.' Fred Harkness have reLeona M. Beckwith,Libt, of Belfast vs. heartily the grand picturesqueness of the
turned home to Boston after spending
recently, en route to their home in Pitts- at the Methodist church.
the
diversified
and
John W. Beckwith of Springfield, Mass.; mountains, lakes,
field from their wedding trip.
their vacation with Mrs. Olive Randall
Liberty creamery has closed. The milk
Being a woman of
cruel and abusive treatment, libellant to scenery of Maine,
Mr. and Mrs. James Saunders of BlueMr. and Mrs. O. W. Ripley motored to
unsatisfacher maiden name of Bucklin. broad travels and wide experience ner hill were guesU of Mrs. J. W. Nickerson and cream business has been
resume
It Thorndike Thursday to attend the funeral
work.
hard
and
in
some
received.
ways
well
Among
talk was unusually
Buzzell & Thornton.
the first of last week, returning home tory
of Albert Ward, a prominent resident of
in raising
that place.
Martha F. Howard, Libt, Searsport, vs such feasting and celebration, however, Tuesday with her driving horse “tialeta” looks like a renewed interest
winter.
this
which they will keep
poultry, beef and blueberries. One man
Carl Howard, do; cruel and abusive treat- the freshmen were not forgotten and'
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Ripley attended
tons of bluethe meeting of the executive committee
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm, Miss Hazel in Waldo county got nine
ment, care and custody of minor children, upon urgent invitation performed several
j
and
this
Damm
year, of the Waldo County Farm Bureau in
berries from his blueberry land
Laura M. and Georgia M. given to moth- stunts, the most interesting of which E. Nickerson, Mrs. Abbie
Miss Effie Shorey motored to Enfield which shows what can be done if people Belfast, Monday.
er; $200 at once and $6 per week. Kitchie. waa a boxing match by Russell Snow
the
latter's
of
Sunday and were guests
Elmer Colby left home Tuesday to atMabel V. Hillman, Libt, Unity, va. and Charles LeSan in which the partici- mother, Mrs. Emily Shorey, and other cultivate their blueberry lands.
tend an automobile school in Kansas
banHoward A. Hillman, do; desertion. Jas- pants were blindfolded.. After the
relatives.
City, Mo., » ut found one nearer home in
LlbEKTY.
Libby; Dunton & Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlei H. Black and
quet the students and guests enjoyed a
Boston, and entered for a course there.
Annie-ft. Higgina, Libt, Belfast, va. social dance with music. Following ia daughter, Mrs. Oliver Wyeth and chaufcloaed
The third class State road, 2060 ft. just
The work et the corn factory
i
William P. .Higgina of parts unknown, the program: Blithers orchestra assisted feur, Mr. Tucker, motored from Chelaea,
con- completed, makes a great improvement
sedan
Black’s
in
Mr.
pack
good
a
Saturday
very
with
laat week
I to the place and by the compliments the
utter desertion; care end custody of min- by Mr. Warren; song by all, O Dear Maas.,
and are guests of Miaa Harriet M. Nickaidering the late aeaaon.
or child Harold W. givao to mother. Buz| builder has received the trai eling public
Old Frankfort; piano aolo, Mr. War- erson.
who apent a tew daya at | appreciate it.
J.
J.
Walker,
sell A Thornton.
Leo
Foley
Mistakes,
Betty’s
ren; farce,
Merrymeeting Bay recently, returned
Edith Seymour Pendieton,Libt, of Islet and Marion Drake; vocal selection,. Miss
EAST SEARSMONT
EUGENE S. SPERRY.
home laat week with 14 fine black ducka.
boro, va. Oren L. Pendleton, Seattle, MacLaughlin and Miaa Kingsbury; piano
The remains of Eugene S. Sperry were
Winfield C. Strout picked apple blosWashington; non support. C. R. Chap- solo. Miss Moore; vocal selection, Mr.
Dr. Stephenaon of Belfaat haa openod
taken to Orlando, Fla., Wednesday, aci dental rooma in Sanford’a blo$k, formerly
Warren and Mr. Urann; address, Mrs. soms October 4.
■aa,
companied by hia widow and daughter,
George Paul of North Searsmont was a occupied by Dr. W. L. Cargill, and ia lo- ; Mrs Elizabeth Bates of
Rate M. Ed arson. Libt, of Belfast, vs. Cora Tolman; farce. The Lunatic or the
Bayside, North
of
Arad
Mahcney.
recent
guest
Miss
Charles H. Ederson of Ipswich, Mass.; Professor, Mr. Black, Mr. Gross,
cated at Hotel Banka.
! port Mr. Sperry died at his summer home
early Thursday morning after a short
Mrs. Amanda Mahoney spent several
cruel and abusive treatment. Buzzell & Moore, Miss E. Clark.
Capt and Mra. Philbrook, their son and illness. He was born in Bethany, Conn.,
daya in Camden recently, the gueat of
Thornton.
Mra. John
and
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elliott of Wash- her
wife
of
Rockland,
July 13, 1863, the son of Sidney and Mary
sister, Mrs. Alvah Babbidge.
Nina M. Senecal.Libt, Belfast, vs. Geo. ington, D. C., have been visiting the forwere Sunday gueata
of
Thomaaton,
(Platt) Sperry and for many years had
Tilaon
Belof
Mrs. Elliot Clement, son Emery
For about
H. Senecal of Lowell, Maas.; cruel and mer’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Elliott,
Ludwick.
: been in the hotel business.
Walter
and
Mra.
Mr.
of
of
Brewster
Norland
Mr. atad mont, and brother
at their home in East Belfast.
twenty years he had been spending the
abusive treatment. Buzzell & Thornton. Mrs. J. W.
of
recent
were
attended summer in
guests
Libby and Mrs. Anna Steven- Brockton, Mass.,
Quite iv number from Liberty
Northportand was well known
Ralph L. Campbell, Libt, of Stockton son of Unity have also been guests at their relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Mar- !
the fair at Eaat Palermo laat week and in this city, where he had many friends.
riner.
Springe, va. Frances J. Campbell of the Elliott home.
after being in session ten days in
)f more than ordinary interest.

and

ly.

the Maddocks place which she recently
purchased nearly completed and expects'

three

BEGINNING—

-

Eben Miller and family will occupy the

summer.

Edward Batchelder present-.d the wriwith two tomatoes which weighed

LESS THAN WHOLESALE

Fred Emmons house for the winter.

Grove, Mass., are visiting his mother,
Mrs. Ever Gould.

ter

and Vesthia E. Jonhston of BelJames W. Johnston of Milli-

in

and Mrs. Owen Sweeny and
Mr.
from
daughter, Kathryn, have returned
for the
been
have
where
they
Kineo,

glad to state.

Out
Sale!
Closing
PRICES

are

father last week.

Friday evening, September 30, the high
nocket in the privacy of his office in the school held its annual freshman reception
K. of P. Hall with about
Court House.
: and banquet at
Following the cusBoth juries were excused Thursday, j sixty people present.
after receiving tde cordial approval of i tom of recent years the affair was an inJudge Spear for the impartial services ! vitational one with each student bringing
At eight o’clock the enterone guest.
they had rendered during the term.
finally adjourned about noon tainment began with a program of solos,
fast

a

to reherty, is building a new post office
fire.
by
destroyed
one
recently
the
place

George Peirce, who has been very ill
and who went to the hospital at Bangor
for treatment, is much improved we are

Belfast

work on

Mrs.

with

for the winter.

have

at

now

Donald Forbes is visiting relatives and
friends in Mass and N. H.

Everett

the others plead guilty to indictments found against them and were sentenced as follows:
James Cleland of Waldo for for larceny
$200 or four months in the county jail,
John Canning of Belfast for assault on
his wife, thirty days in jail; sentence
suspended during good behavior.
Albert Maher of Canada, for forgery to
one year in States prison.
Mack Laughlin for larceny to one year
The last two were comin State prison.
mitted Saturday.
The divorce case of Bertha Jane Littlefield of Belfast vs. Harry W. Littlefield of
Waldo was heard before Judge Spear in
•open Court Thursday and attracted a
crowded house. On account of several
discourtesies of those attending the Lit
tletield case Judge Spear heard the other
•two contested divorce cases, Harriet SylAll

Goodwin is

wireless sending outfit.

Dunton A Morse

The only criminal case heard was that
Mabel R. Roberts, Libt, of Belfast, vs.
of State vs Walter C. Mahoney of NorthR Robert, do; cruel and abusive
port for criminal assault on Miss Eliza- Harry
care and custody of minor
thirtreatment;
a
Mass
beth Poison of Winthrop
and Alice, tvins, Mar*
Alfred
her
children,
teen year old girl, who was visiting
Herbert, Doris and Joseph
Charles,
on the Campjorie,
Allen
Mrs
Ferguson,
aunt,
C. R Taylor.
to mother.
ground, near the home of the defendant. given
Julie Y. Kimball of Belfast, Libt, vs.
The testimony was practically a repetiFrank P. Kimball of Enfield; desertion,
tion of that io the Municipal Court Dewith care of minoYchild, Madeline, given
fore Judge Clyde R. Chapman, when Mato mother, C. S. Taylor.
honey was bound over to the Grand Jury
Hattie Grant, Libt, of Stockton Springs
and committed to jail under $1000 bonds.
abuvs. Melvin B. Grant, do; cruel and
a
and
witness
a
made
Mia* Poison
good
of
custody
care and
sive
treatment;
fine impression on the crowded room.
P.
Harold
and
Buford
L.
minor
children,
She was accompanied by her mother,
mother. R. F. Springer.
County Attorney given to
Mrs. Charles Poison.
Martha Turner, Libt, of Belfast, vs.
the
conducted
prosecution
Morse
I.
Ralph
Cleveland Turner of Haynesville; cruel
an a must able and dignified manner,
and
abusive treatment and non support.
while D. L Gould of Bangor did good
G. E. Thom pson.
evistrong
work for Mahoqey against
Ma•dei ce and a decided sentiment.
ten
the
for
old
and
past
ia
58
years
honey
FRANKFORT.
for
years haa been the Northport agent
1
the Eastern Steamship Lines Inc. Three
Mrs. George Jipson is visiting her sisprominent residents of Northport were ter in Boston for a few days.
introduced to prove that he did not have
Mrs. S. Miller of Waldoboro, Me., is
a good reputation for veracity in his
the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Hussey.
home town. The jury were out a little
Mrs. James Paige of Malden, Mass.,
leas than ten minutes when they rewas
the guest of Mrs. F. W. Reed recent*
ported a verdict of guilty. Thursday Judge
ly.
Prison
State
the
him
to
sentenced
Spear
Mrs. Sarah Moody* or Dover is the
at Thomaston for not less than two nor
Mr. and
more than four years, Warden Lester D.
guest of her brother and wife,

is working

Robinson

Jennie

at

Joseph Ginn’s.

vsGeorginnna Day, Libt, of Waldo,
Herbert Day of Fort Fairfield, cruel and
abusive treatment and extreme habits of

Court.

new

Frank and Marian Goodwin have a new

A Thornton.

Supreme Judicial

a

piano.

Pratt of Troy; cruel and abusive
treatment. Buzzell A Thornton
vs.
Mary E Warren, Libt, Searsment,
Lincoln A Waiyen of Islesboro; cruel
treatment; name to be
and abusive
Buzzell
E. Kncwlton.
to
Mary
changed

pends, and givt- permanent relief.
2t combines ,ie : .st effective agents
in the treatment of this disease

Jenkins has purchased

E

H.

Durant.

John E

the blood on which rhenmatism de-

The

BKOOKS

SAMPLE

Colonial Theatre,

SHOP
Belfast,

....

AT

(Written

REiT

the death of Mrs. Lilia Hatch
Pearson by Mrs. Nellie Thompson
on

Do You Know

Morgan.)
And so she sleeps, her labors all are ended'
dfer trials past; her many duties done;
Her goal is gained—while we whom she

befriended
Still face the foe and have the

race

to

1

that

Tile

run.

’Tis ours to bear the torch her hands have

lighted;

To sound the call her lips so gladly gave
We must not fail, or faint, or grow af-

frighted;

But work and strive the souls she loved
to save.
’Tis true we’ll miss bei and our hearts
will sorrow
And life will lonely be with her away,
But Hope’s br ght star will shine in each
tomorrow
And some glad moru will break a fa rer

day.

FOR SALE
AN UPRIGHT PIANO—price $60. Also
baby carriage. Inquire of
MRS. JAMES C. DURHAM,
12 Church Street.

■

Remoyal Notice
We wish to give public notice that we
have moved from the Hills' block on
High atreet to 48 Main street, formerly
occupied by the American Expreas ComWe invite the public to call on us.
pany.
3w40
BRUCE BROTHERS.

FOR 8ALE
One pair of steers, 4 years ola
last spring, red, white face, well

mated and

handy.
R. G.

cow.

Tel. 4-23

Maine

Also *one

BROWN.
Morrill, Me.

House tor Sale
ON SALMOND STREET.
All modern improvements and garage.
My address is No. 78 Water Street, Randolph, Me. Can be in Belfaatany SaturJ. F. SYLVESTER.
day p. m.

we

carry in stock

Pipe

Galvanized Pipe
Conductor

Pipe
Eaves Trough
Engines
Saw Rigs
Beaver Board

Ruberoid Roofing
Ruberoid Strip

Shingles
(Ruberoid Products Approved by Underwriters.)

ii mil f
Belfast, Me.

Shingle
You

can

Tel. 55

Stain Oil

make your own

Shingle Stain by Mixing
Dry Ochre with this Oil.

/

-^

COAL

and

WOOD
by
Coal is high and scarce. Wood
^
load is a gamble. Buy vour wo
^onj
pay
cord and get what you
Furnace Pr'c*8’0 p.
wood, <10.00.
Fitted, <11.00. Delivered
C. C. ROGERS.
after 6 p. m., 179-21.

Telephone

PRICES

needn’t worry you when you

order your clothes made here

TO

TUG

AU WOOL
LING

on

the Allyn shore.

Stewart,

Afternoon

Club will

meet

Oct. 18th,

with Mrs.

A.

Wednesday,

E.

Dutch.

A

supper will follow and the regular
meeting will be held in the evening

picnic
Urq^mofuc
Ti U>5n»6
C3

of

news

daughter

prices

Yours

$22.50.

low

as

arrival

of

Waterville,

a

received

little grand-

when

a

daughter

the

Stephenson of Belfast.
Mrs. George C. Sauer is confined to her
home on Cedar street with a sprained

as

ankle, the result of falling last Friday
evening on the walk in front of the
Howes grocery store on Main street. She
slipped on a banana skin and was throwrn
to the walk severely spraining her left

truly,

DAVIS

BERT L.

the
in

has

arrived to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burdeen,
Miss Geneva F.
latter formerly

get an all-wool suit finely styled and
beautifully tailored at tne top price of $.50,
but all-wool quality may also be bought at

You

various

Stephenson

Dayton F.

between to

BELFAST, MAINE

ankle.

meeting of the FgTHI Bur egg wsa
at Equity grange hall, Thursday,
Out. 5th, with a large attendance. Miss
Nason, Home Demonstrator, introduced
Miss Cobb, State clothing specialist, of
demonstraOrono, who by blackboard
Five
points.
helpful
tion gave many
A

held

The only families in the cottages occupied at the Battery at present are the

The News ot Belfast

Duntons, Craigs, Howards

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Today, Thursday,

and Holmes.

Columbus Day.

is

wood.
C. C. Rogers advertises
Fuel Co. has apple barrels

legal holiday in Maine. No
public observance has been announced.

for sale.
line
D. F. Stephenson advertises a new

A new and attractive black and gold
sign has been placed in front of the w ndows of the millinery parlors of Mrs. B.
F. Wells, Main street.

Consumers’

of chocolates.
Belfast Leather Store advertises harnesses,

trunks,

etc.

Tuttle’s Shoe Store carries BeII Band
rubbers to protect your shoes.
Miss Hilton advertises silk scarfs,
sweater blouses and tuxedos.
The New York Garmerft Store advertises a special sale on suits, coats, dresses
and millinery.
Martell E. Ellis wants housekeeper.
Wood’s Market advertises hams, shoulders, etc.
Davis San pie Shop advertises
beginning Oct. 12.
out

a

closing

sale,

The City National Bank
ness advt.

publishes

busi-

a

Orrin J.

real estate and insur-

Dickey,

ance, has sold for Sarah Wight Peterson,
a lot of land on
Wight street, to Harry
A. Babbidge of Islesboro, who will build
a

bungalow there this fall.

The electrical shower at about 7 30 p.
m.Thursday arrived unannounced and took

by surprise as the atmosphere was
with smoke, the elTect of the
so dense
forest fires, that the sky could not be
many

seen.

Tuttle has bought the Mathews cottage at the foot of Mayo street
This is one of the
on the shore front.
Adrian C.

The Methodist church advertises revival meetings, beginning last Sunday.
E. C. Marden oilers Swan Lake house
"

for sale.

It is not

J. W. Sanders has small rent to let.
The Dreamland Theatre advertises picture program.
the
The Dinsmore Store advertises
active woman.
the
for
shoe
Dodd
Dorothy

most desirable buildings in that section
and will be occupied by Mrs. Tuttle’s son,
Harold Savery, and family, who arrived

Tuesday from
S.

an

Mass.

experienced book-

keeper, has succeeded the late Miss Lena
Sanborn at

welcome
The Waldo Trust Co. extends
of W aldo
to Boys* and Girls’ Clubs

A.

County.

Sanborn

See advt. of fur lost.

Northfield,

Paiker,

A.

the office of the Belfast
In speaking of Miss

Company.

Water

the

directors of the Company

said her books were in

perfect

order even

Saturday, when she
Nothing was left that

to the last entries,

Charles E. Sherman has been confined
his home on High street during the
a severe case of hives.
past week, with

to

Mrs. S. C. Merrithew of 40 Bridge
street seat a cluster of ripe raspberries,
which grew in her garden, to the Journal
office last week.

They

were

not

the ever

bearing variety.
The Woodcock store had

a

handsome

display of seven large photos of the City
Park, taken by Charles A. Townsend, at
the suggestion of President Ralph H.
Howes of the Belfast Chamber of Commerce, who has enjoyed working early
snd late during his spare hours all summer at this most beautiful spot of the

In the collection was
in our city.
a small picture thken in 1912 showing the
shrubbery then in comparison with 1922.
many

The Belfast Masonic Club held its anWednesday evening
nual meeting last
and elected J Earle Braley president; Dr.

Stacy J. Noyes, vice

Dana B.

president;

Southworth, secretary; Henry Smith,
treasurer; C. C. Dickinson, Janies H.
Cillev, Dr. O. S. Vickery, H. A Howard
It was
and Lewis J. Sanborn, directors.
voted to take the room to be vacated by
Dr. Milton C. Stephenson, which adjoins
the dub room, as a reading room.

left the

office.

could be done at the time.

per story of the old sail loft building, so
called, formerly used by the Consumer’s
Fuel Cb. as a coal shed and partially de-

stroyed when the buildings of the PejepThe damscot Company were burned.
age was slight, but the dense smoke
looked like a serious tire to the up-town
people. The tire was said to have originated from boys smoking cigarettes in the
building.
A.

w

Windsor House Annex.

EJ-

Jones and Victor W. Whittier

proprietors of the Windsor'notel, have
bought of the McClintock Building Company what is generally known as the
High street section of McClintock block.
The sale comprises three tenements of
the three story block adjoining the Windsor.

The

Colonial House and the tene-

ment occupied by the Water
next to it. are not in the deal.

Company,
This will

give them thirty good rooms in addition
The buildto their legular hotel annex.
renovated
Bnd re
will
te
thoroughly
ing
paired and will have a large veranda its
•

itire le lgth.

foundation patterns were drafted,and one
A picnic dinner was served
skirt fitted.
meetin the dining room and a business
ing followed.
me
By accident the eirls working in
stitching room of the Leonard-Stevens
Co’s factory learned that last Saturday
was the
birthday of their foreman, Mr.
Charles T. Stackpole, and presented him
with a valuable platinum stick pin set
They were pleased to
with a diamond.

shoes that

store correct

—

Mrs Harold S. McKeen is assisting for
M., Warren A. Nichols; S. W., HerH. Coombs; J. W., Dana R. South- a few weeks in the Western Union office.
worth; treasurer, Charles R. Coombs;
The Sons of Veterans will give a dance
secretary, Fuller C. Wentworth; S. D., this, Thursday, evening in Memorial
Dr. Stacey J. Noyes; J. D., Clarence A. hall
Admission to gentlemen 35 cents,
Paul; S, S James Thayer; J. S Robert ladies, 25 cents. McKeen’s orchestra
M. Tibbetts; Tyler, Raymond W. Blazo. will furnish music.
|
W.

man

The installation will take place at their
regular meeting in November.

most convenient arrangement
economical. He will make

a

as

game on

A queen,

so

in

Manslaughter.

All went away without

an

criticism, which only goes to
show that the Colonial is alive to the
wants of its patrons. Some of the big Pa-

ramount Pictures to be seen in the near
future are The Siren Call, The Qld Homestead, burning Sands To Have and to

Hold, The Man Who Saw Tomorrow, The
Cowboy and The Lady. Among the other
bookings are Monte Cristo, Prisoner of
Zenda, Forget Me Not, Quincy Adams
Sawyer, Peg Of My Heart and Broadway
Rose.

“White

The North

will

Guild

evening

at

with Mrs. VV. J. Dorman.

meet

7.30 o’clock
A committee

will be appcinted to nominate officers for
the coming year.
The children of the Federated

had

Church

delightful party in the North
parlors last Saturday evening
under the direction of Mrs. James C.
a

Church

Durham and Mrs. S. C.

Pattee.

Games

played and refreshments served.
Misses Grace Hazeltine and Florence
McAudless assisted" with the games.

were

Miss

Wiley gave a very
pleasant party last Wednesday evening
in honor of her cousin, Mrs. Charles E.
The hours
Bailey of Toronto, Canada.
were spent with auction and guessing
In the latter contest Mrs. Oscar
games.
Miss
B. Wilkins was the prize winner.
Wiley was assisted in serving refreshments by her mother, Mrs. Ada R. Wiley.

A.

Bertha A.

Company K of the Third Maine, Harry
Foster, captain, has three teams of

nine

men

practicing

each

for

rifle

in

deciding

ular

the

•‘The
Fox

Zanzibar”

By Richard Harding Davis.
Comedy—Splitting Hairs.
Stanley in Africa.

Friday,

October 13

VIOLA DANA in

style you require.
FLEXIBLE PROCESS

from

Men

“THE

PATENTED

A remarkable feature insuring the utmost ease by
This
permitting the foot to function naturally.
shown
features
flexibility, plus the other special
will be gladly demonstrated without any.obligation
whatever if you will.ask for a fitting.

#5.00 BABY"

Irvin S. Cobb’s Story of a.Heart in
Hock.
Pathe News.
Fox Comedy.

Saturday,

October 14

PEARL WHITE in

“BkOADWAY PEACOCK”
The Romance of a Woman’s Regen®
eration.

Robinson

Crusoe._Mews.

HOME OF

Monday, October
Metro Special Story

Series

YOUTH”

TO

•‘YOUTH

16

The Story of a Girl Who
Didn’t Know She Was Bad.
Fox Comedy—The Reporter.
Pathe Review.

Tuesday, October
BUCK

JONES

17
in

O’NfcilL”

“TROOPER

He Bowed to Duty and Arrested the

Girl He Loved.
Katherine and Jane Lee in “A PAIR
OF ACES.”

Wednesday, October 18
Lionel

Barrymore

8C Seena Owen

—IN—

“THE FACE IN THE FOG”
Jack Boyles Best Story.
Fox Comedy—Puppy Love

International

News

(paramount PICTURES

at the lowest

a

prices.

MISS HILTON’S

^Waist and Specialty Shoppe-

Among the Belfast people who went to
Bangor Saturday night to attend “Carmen” at the Festival were Supt. and
Mrs. E. E. Roderick, Mayor and Mrs C.
W.Wescott, Mr. and Mrs. Irving T. DinsMrs.
inore, Miss Charlotte Knowlton,
Fred A. Johnson, Miss Alfreda Ellis, Mrs.
Charles H. Walden, Miss Rachel Anderson an 1 Miss Mildred M. Slater.

This, is the Season for

business session

At the close of the

Tuesday evening, Aurora Ke :ekah Lodge
held a birthday party in honor of Recording Secretary Annie K. Adams and Fi

A
nanciat Secretary Effie M. Harrison.
short program w_,s enjoyed, after which
a peanut hunt and an advertisement guessing contest furnished amusement, prizes
being given the winners. The final feature of the evening came in the two large

:

birthday cakes, bearing lighted candles,
which were served with coffee, furnishing

FRED T. CHASE

all present,
to
delicious refreshments
the guests of honor were the recipients
of hearty congratulationsand good wishes j
for many happy returns of the day.

Developing

DREAMLAND THEATRE
Thursday

j

Comedy—“Watch

finished

the

Robert McKim

CUTLER LAUDER

—IN—

Friday

“Outof the Dust”

‘PROBLEMS ETERNAL”
FEATURING

From

MOORE

JOE

Frederick Reming-

ton’s West Re-Bom.

COME'.IES

Wednesday
“Great Air Robbery”

Saturday
“OVER THE WIRE”

SEaRSMONT
have

Monday and Tuesday
Your

Step,” with

later by the hostesses.

They

Printing for Amateurs
Belfast, Maine
(Tel 34-11)

and

25 Mam Street

A Trip ABROAD. The Be fast Travelthe seaers Club held its first meeting of
son (Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Charles M. and Miss Mabel A. Craig
Miss Maude
with 17 members present.
E. Mathews, its new president, presided
and formal greetings were extended three
new
members, Mrs Essie P. Carle, Miss
Jane Brown and Miss Craig Mrs. Edwin
R Thayer of Brookline, Mass., a sister of
Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown, was a guest, i
One of the most entertaining programs
in the club’s history was given by Mrs.
Craig. In the South parlor were arranged
pictures, post cards and souvenirs of
Holland to illustrate her talk on the
dikes, canals and windmills of this historic country. From there the Club were
t iken to the North parlor where were the
illustrations of Italy’s palaces, catheNext came
drals and worKs of art.
the dining room with reminders of Switzerland’s beautiful scenery, its mannerisms, customs and costumes. Here, also,
Mrs.
were a few souvenirs of Germany.
Craig has been a life traveler and is a
most delightful narrator of what she has
above
seen, especially in the countries
mentioned. Refreshments were served

FHATUiUNG

STARRING

Daredevil Locklear

ALICE LAKE

State road

towards South Montville.

COMF.DY

COMEDY

Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Davis of East Belfast
called on old friends Saturday.
Rev. E. E. Harrison gave an interestsermon from the text, “All things

ing

are now ready,” Sunday morning.
•^District Deputy Lilia V. Roberts will
inspect Rosewood Chapter, O. E. S., aL
the regular meeting Friday evening.
j

Misses Susie Hanson of Belfast and
Fannie of Camden ire spending a vacation in their old home in the village.

WILLIAM RUSSELL in

partic-

I

HOSE—Heather and Sport Hose

Everything

specialty.

Knowlton, Doris Chaples, Mattie Moody,
Katrina Kelley, Florence Parsons, John
Harmon and Ralph Atkinson.

Eagle”

Church

Monday

next

A full line of

A delicious menu was served and
Those present
music was enjoyed later.
Grace
were Bertha Hayes, Mary Upton,

matches under the direction of Corporals
;
They will
Perkins, Canning and Knox.
j
shoot for a prize, and the winning team
jutant, Fuller C. Wentworth; Chaplain, will shoot against a team from the AssoAlton N. Johnson; employment officer, ciate
Members; of which Maine Hills is
; Harold Ladd; war risk
officer, Ralph
This will continue over a pericaptain.
A. Bramhall; finance officer, Ma>nard od of about four weeks, one contest being
j
Mr. Braley succeeds Ralph A. i
Strout.
held each week.
Bramhall, who has been commander
Sheiitf Frank A. Littlefield was called
since the Post was organized three
to Frankfort Monday to investigate the
a
to
was
decided
It
years ago.
j&ye
breaks in the B. F. Grant store and at the
play as usual this fall and rehearsals
depot of the B. & A. R. R. At the former
will begin soon on “The Black and White
they found only SI.50, did not displace
of
best
Revue,” one of the brightest and
the other valuables, and apparently
cover
the Rogers Producing Company’s stock.
had no use for candy, etc. At the depot
as
Nodecided
is
The date for the show
all three departments were entered after
vember 10, in the Colonial Theatre, and
the same manner as in the Grant store by
the
November
11,
next night,
on the
prying the windows. They did not locate
usual Armistice Day ball will be held in
J. McCamthe
money, etc. At the S.
is
the Armory. The committee in charge
store their plans were interrupted
bridge
A.
Bramhall,
Messrs. J. E. Braley, R.
by Mr. McCambridge’s mother, who was
Harold Ladd, Charles R. Decrow and
at the time, and notified her son
reading
also
hai
Post
The
Frank B. Libbey.
in front of the store and of
auto
of
the
completed arrangements for holding the noise at the windows. When the
Fellows’
dances Friday evenings in Odd
left.
No
McKeen s or- lights were turned on they
Hall during the winter.
has been found of the thieves.
trace
music.
chestra will furnish

12

Sweater Blouses and Tuxedos

night.

Stars in

Hazeltine post -Elects Officers.

Frank Durham Hazeltine Post, American
Legion of Honor, held its annual meeting
Friday evening and elected the following
officers: Commander, James Earle Braley;
vice commander, Russell C. Carter; ad

Maclnnes, sub master of the
school, umpired the football
Saturday between Belfast high

Mrs. Jesse E. Webber was the hostess
the Minoka Club last Wednesday

to

regal!

a

Lois Wilson

Leatrice Joy and

han,

No Suit is complete without a Silk Scarf—
BlacK, Navy, Henna, Jade, Tan, Jockey
Red and Harding Blue

and Bucksport at Bucksport. The score
was 18 to 0 in favor of Bucksport.

as

specialty of bulbs and has ordered a variety to be shipped directly to hirg from
Holland, the horns of bulbs. He will
also set a large amount of pansy plants
this fall
Record attendances at the Colonial
Monday and Tuesday saw Thomas Meig-

Thursday, October

Our expert
fitters will assist you

Daniel

THIS SEASON

^

Belfast high

installed a hot water heating system in
his house large enough to heat the green-

house,

Belfast, Maine

Tel. 228-5
»•

The annual meeting of Fhoenix Lodge,
F. A A. M., was held Monday evening
and the following officers were elected:

The Stantial Greenhouse Arthur
B Stantial," Searsport avenue, is at work
his new greenhouse which is 21x25
on
He has
feet and adjoins his residence.

well

STORE

NEW YORK GARMENT

enjoyeJ their visit.

fulness.

body bal-

nesses.

Prices are greatly reduced for these three days. You will
find here the largest stock of the season’s most popular styles.
We have a very good line of FUR COATS and SALTS’

paily picnicked in the pavilion last Bunday and despite the moist temperature

WARM AND OOZY

foot strains and weak-

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

t5T"Ttoxi rnATQ

an

re-

by natural means
thereby relieving

-—FOR-

Among the recent improvements at the
City Park are two flights of rustic and
durable steps put in by Frederick Wood,
the caretaker.
One leads from the pavilion and the other from the bath
houses to the shore.
A Bangor auto

PtOO^RAXlC

ance

Suits, Goats, Dresses and Millinery

cover.

IN EVERY WALK

Stylish

-ON-

Belfast*
merce, has been indefinitely postponed.
1 ue date of their banquet in Monroe wiii
be Wednesday evening, Oct. 18.n.
Accident in Liberty. William Huy
of Liberty was caught in a shaft Thursday while working for the Liberty Lumber Co. at its plant there.
Before the
machinery could be stopped his clothing
was nearly torn off and his body badly
bruised.
It is expected that he will re-

FOR THE ACTIVE WOMAN
OF LIFE

SPECIAL SALE

by

opportiunty to express their appreciation of his many courtesies. While
completely surprised Mr. Stackpole expressed his pleasure at their thoughtfind

adverse

A general tire alarm was rung in about
1.20 p. m. Saturday for a blaze in the up-

The

vacation.

a

of

1

►

in

who is taking

Mrs. Julia Barker
Augusta will
Mrs. Stillman D. Flood, Sr., has bought l
the restaurant in the McDonald block on ; speak next Sundiy evening at 7.30 in
Memorial hall under the auspices of the
f’hoenx Row and took possession Monday
AJm-ision 2o
Spiritualists’ Society.
Stillman D. Flood, Jr is assisting
cents.
Mrs Barker will be at the home
moved
FriMiTton
C.
Dr.
Stephenson
of Mrs. Roy Gurney next week to give
day to Liberty, where he will make his
readings to any who wish.
dental
has
in
He
parlors
home.
opened
On account oMhe sud len death of M r.
the Sanford block, and already has a
Frank Johnson, one of Freedom’s promiof
amount
patronage.
good
nent citizens, the banquet to be held
Emma White Barker Tent, D. of V.
there
the
Chamber of Com-

/GG

MEA/l'RC

cottage,

I

AJK
TO

I'AVE
IT
MADl

Mrs. Melvin O. Dickey is substituting
The members of the Universalist League
will meet at 2.30 o’clock this, Thursday, ! for two weeks in the office of Ben D.
afternoon at Rest Awhile, the Bradbury Field’s grocery store for Miss Maude B.

Mrs. Walter Pilsbury and little son
Lawrence of WTaterville, spent last week
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. H
Thomas.

Mrs. Jane Moody was greatly surprised
Friday afternoon, when a party of friends
visited her to offer congratulations and
good wishes, that being the occasion of
her 82nd birthday. After the congratu'
lations they gave the 23rd Psalm in uni
Reson and the pastor offered prayer.
freshments were served and a very pleasant social time was enjoyed by all. Mrs.
Moody was left a widow with three children when a young woman and was living at South Montville at that time
She now lives with her children, her son,
True P., and her daughter, Mrs. France!la Moody. Her other daughter, Mrs.
Fish, lives in China. The guests pre ent
were Mrs^Susan Andrews, Mrs. Lucy
Bean, Mrs. Henry Ladd, Mrs. Rachel
Mathews, Mrs. Mary Keene, Mrs. Ellen
Rowell, Miss Mary McFarland, Mrs. Matilda Reynolds, Mrs. Belle Cunningham,
Mrs. Ellen Lassell, Mrs. Elizabeth Wiley,
Mrs. Annette Hunt, Mrs. Lucy Robinson
and the pastor, Rev. E. E. Harrison.
Three members of the party were 80
Messrs.
years old and three over 70.
I Charles Cunningham and Milbury Hunt
I very kindly transported the guests.

I

W. M. THAYER
Expert Diamond Setter and Jeweler
Buy all you

can

of me, NO

excess

profits or war taxes.
Wrist Watches a Specialty
_OVER

Mealers

HOPKINS’

PAPER

Wanted

Lizzie E. Black, has taken rooms with
will
Ida S. Burgess and on October 16th
rates
begin to serve meals at reasonab’e
boarders
by the day or week. Regular
at
preferred. For further particulars call
2w41
43 Church street, Belfast, Me.

For Sale
We have 75 apple barrels which we
will sell at a reasonable price.
CONSUMERS fUEL CO.,
Belfast. Maine
3w3l

JUST ARRIVED
A New Line of Ohooo*

lates for

49c

29o

and
—AT-

D.F. Stephenson’s
74 Main 8traat.

He hae also opened

"Housekeeper

a

REST ROOM.

FOR RENT

WANTED
In a family of one adult and three chiU
dren, the youngest 5 years old. Will pay
good wages. Apply to
MARTELL E. ELLIS,
R. D. 1, Belfast, Maine.
lw41*

STORE-

To

a

small family,

a

reliable

man

and

woman, a comfortable villaje rent within three miles of Belfast. Apply by letter.
A. B. C., Journal Office,

Belfast, Maine.

will come
gloomily.

MY OWN SHALL COMB TO MB
*_

I

|

Serene 1 fold my hands and wait,
Nor care for winds, nor tide nor sea;
I rave no more gainst time or fate.
For lo my own shall come to me.

By ROSE MEREDITH

put

The stars rome nightly to the sky;
Tne tidal wave come lo the sea;
Nor time, nor space, nor deep nor high.
Can keep my ow n aw ay from me.

Sold

by o p# pd|m ?r an 10/V3n Bros.

i

cleaner," she said pleasantly.

“1 am sorry, but

"Kveryhody

LUMBER
All Kinds of

Spruce

Lumber for

building

and

the s’skv pearl

grey cup;

when

whippoorwills

And

grades of eastern sawed Shingles.
Roofing Paper, Nails, Laths and Clapboards.
Our prices are very reasonable. Give us a
call at our yard on Primrose Street. Tel. 205.
We have all

faun,
goldenrod

waves

blithely by

I
i
!

the

rills;

And

ways,
I love

so

one

1

\

the autumn best of all.

Dumb Animals
Sheep, Dogs ar.d
Humphreys’ Veterinary

Cattle,
with

Medicines, mailed free.
A.A.
BB
C.C.
C D.
E. E.
F. F.
G G
H. H.
I. I.
J. K.

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY AND TIME BY
LETTING US SAVE YOUR SOLES.
We use t/ie*

and Mrs. John Davies
town during the week end.
There

are

quite

a

were

ctirren’

Court have bten initiated

by emForty five important decisions
have been handed down, of which fortytrial

£»

|

fL. S.J

SI

1’KEJfE JUDICIAL COURT
In Equity

Frederic R.

Kellogg

j

Big

Augusta

THEY ALL DEMAND IT
Belfast, Like Every City and Town in the
Union, Receives It.
with kidney ills want to be
cured. When one suffers the tortures of
an aching back, relief is eagerly sought
for. There are many remedies today that
relieve, but do not cure. Doan’s Kidney
Pills have brought lasting results to
Here is Belfast evidence of
thousands

People

gusta’s

business section and continued
He
Bond towards Water street.
spied an officer, Levi Cyr of the Augusta
police force standing on the corner near
Caaavant and Cloutiera’ store and evidently fearing arrest as a suspicious
character, turned in his tracks and rambled back up Bond street to Gas House
hill; up <he hill to State street.
Being a perfect gentleman, he abandoned the road on State street and tacked
gaily southwards cn the east Bidewalk.
He stopped for a moment to look over
the Public Library and then walked
across the lawn in utter disregard of conventions, ambled across to Western
avenue and disappeared in Ganeston park
going via the Haines’ estate. He was
later seen enjoying a meal with a herd of
down

Manchester cows.—Kennebec Journal.
AFTER THE FIRE.

prospect moat distressing;
Donald Ellis, 4 Cedar St, aaya: “1 had Trousers, stained and needing pressing;
and the mis- Wtman’s nightgown, black and tattered;
an attack of kidney trouble
me past going.
Legless tables, cracked and battered;
ery in my back almost put
I felt tired nearly all the time and my Mingled with old boots and shoes,
case of booze;
kidneys were too free in action. I knew What was once a
theae organs required attention and in All the things a bureau atores;
order to check the complaint, I bought a Half burned booka and cloaet doors;
a student lamp;
box of Doan’s Kidney Pills at the City Broken cbaira,
trouble. Sofa cushions, torn and damp;
Drug Store. They cured me of the
in action and Baby’s crib, a pewter mug;
My kidneys became regular
the backache haa never bothered me Broken bed springs, soggy rug.
\
Doan’s Kidney Pills can be de- Jumbled in ong mighty pile,
Scoffer, wipe away that smile,
pended upon for kidney disorder.
has come
Price Me. at all dealers. Don't simply All of this debris
Doa“’» From a one-time happy home.
ask for a kidney remedy get
Ellis Tbia the lesson we can learn:
Kidney Pilln—the same that Mr.
burn.
Paster-Mil burn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, Put no fire out. Let her
haf
—A. A. W.
Y.
N.
their merit

Here’s

a

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always
▼ HI

VARIETY

thirty days before said date, and that an attested
copy of said bill and order be published iu the
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed and
published in said Belfast, for two successive
weeks, the last publication being at least fourteen
days before tin* date of said hearing, in order that
all persons interested therein may then and there
appear and show cause, ii any they have, w hy the
prayer of *aid bill should not be granted.
LESLIE C. CORNISH
Chief Justice S. J. Court
A true copy of bill and order of court thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. C'lLLEY, Cleik

BANGOR

LINE

STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursday s and Saturdays at 1 30 p. m.; Wirterport 2.16 p. m ;
Buckaport 3.00 p. m.; Belfast. 4.30 p. m ;Cam-

|

to come for a cup of teu and a bit of
girlish chatter.
Alice Westerly came hrst, and she
“1 thought
was plaintively Indignant.
I would never get away,” she complained ;S she stirred her tea. “Mother had a letter from her sister this
morning and Aunt Lettie is ail upset,
and we talked about the matter until
I feel that I never want to see another
vacuum cleaner In the world.”
“Vacuum cleaner?” murmured Barbara feebly, her brown e'es started.
“Why—why talk about vucuum cleaners on a pretty day like this?”
My
"Why not talk about them?
cousin, Rod Marvin, has gone on the
road selling them—not us a wholesale
proposition, but just a house-to-house
canvass; he’s an agent—sonic day be

dem. .6 45 p. no.; Rockland. KCO p. m,; due in
Boston the following nu rLing,about 7 a.m.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays at 6 p. m
A dollar and a penny met. The penny
Leave Rcckland Tuesdtya, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a m ; Camden 5.45 a, m.; Bel- had a bright, clean face, but the dollar
fast 7.16 a. m., for Buckaport, Winterport and
1 waa dirty but proud.
Bangor,
“You think you are gold, but you are
At Boston cor ncction is made via the Metropolitan Line express freight and pasaeDgei only cheap brass,” said the dollar.
steamers for New York and points South anc
The penny replied, *T ® what 1 am,
West.
claim to be no more.”
and
LINE
MAINE STEAMSHIP
dollar swelled up with pride and
The
Service.
Yovk
Freight
Portland-New
"I
am patriotic, 1 am trustworthy, 1
said,
Direct freight service between Portland am
have the emblem of liberty on my bosom
New York is resumed from the New Stat<
and the United States Government has
Pier Portland, Maine.
placed these words on me,-‘In God We
Tbrcugh rates ard direct track connection!
Trust’.”
with Maine Central sod Grand Trunk Rail
After a little thought the penny
roads.
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,
answered, "I grant you that, but I go to
Bellaat, Maine.
church oftener than you do.”—Stanley’s.
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Lemos, Eaton Blook,
High

Street.

Photographs
Ping Ponies

15

De

Cigars

“Magic
Water”

13c, 2 for 25c
Sold at aU Dealers
1
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named Georgia.

Mum.

Phil—Certainly.

1

to'
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will he

us

a
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28

silent

the grave.

as

Bill—Well,

then,

I

have

pressing

Phil—Worry

n

if I had heard

;.

my

friend.

It

is

nothing.—American
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CORETHROAT
or

gargle with

hoarseness,

warm salt
water. Rub Vicks over
throat and cover with a

#hot flannel cloth. Swallow slowly small pieces.

visas
Oscr 17 Mllhon Jan UteJ Yearly
%

View Street

INQUIRE

Mrs. Floreroe

Spinney

AGENTS WANTED
Industrious men an3 women wanted to
retail the genuine Watkins Products ,in
city territories. Exceptional opportunity
to tie up with oldest and largest company
of its kind. Our hustlers average income
is (1.10 an hour. Are you doing as well?
If not, write todaykfor free samples and
particulars. The J. Watkins Co., Dept.

81,

64
Mass.

Washington St., North, Boston,
4w40*

old man, i don’t smoke, but if
you don’t mind I'll take it home to the

Thanks,

girls.

scrubbing

and be done with
Ba
Removes all stains from
Floors
Sinks arid

Tubs, Closets,

COCAPITAL MAGIC WATER

I

AUGUSTA, MAINE

OF

Mrs. B. F. Wells’ Millinery Store, 17
Main Street, Belfast.
3w39

at

tonsilitis

Bay

PIANO FOR SALE

need for two bucks.
as

Street.

Say

If you like Havanas,
there is nothing better

for twenty-one years, to he held in
In honor of the
trust for tlie poor.
king of England the province was

Bill—Is It possible
secret in you?

25 anti.

Lemos’, Eaton Block,
High

I

lor

FILMS DEVELOPED.
Picture enlarging and (r^minf.

Club House

annually

for 1 month

6 for $1C0

Smoke

The laws of England
for
debt.
permitted
Imprisonment
Thousands of English laborers, who
through misfortune and thought lescontracts had become Indebted to the

Block,

Eaton

Personal Property
De

Bloomfield. N. J. 22*6

at

H’oh Strut.

healthy dentition.
Scott A Bownc,

general storing

Lemos’,

Scott's Emulsion

for the poor.

arrested
and
thrown Into jail. Whole families were
destitute or starving.
To provide a
refuge for these downtrodden poor of
England and the distressed Protestants
of otiier countries, James Oglethorpe,
the philanthropist, a member of parliament, appealed to George II for the
privilege of planting a colony in America. The petition was favorably heard
and June !». 1732. a royal charter was
issued by which the territory between
the Savannah and Altamaha rivers,
and westward from the up]>er fountains of those rivers to the Pacific was
organized and granted to a corporation

Furniture

TEETH-j

well-nourished
body and the bone-structure
amply supplied with lime.

mean

Colony of Georgia.
Georgia, the thirteenth colony, was
founded in the spirit of benevolence

were

NKW

j

If
word.
language In itself. When seen In the
midst of a field tied tpest far from
It
Is a
human Ic! 'itlm
warning
The peasant knows
ng.drs! tres;
that la will t.e arrested >>r punished If
found within the boundaries of a field
Sft marked, for the field has heen hirely s ova with seed, Woe to the sportsor t
man
'.valor who falls to understand this sign language.
A small upright
gn scarcely ever
more than tw
feet long and much
like a n mature torpedo boat standing on end Is not n cigar, as the first
glance would cause ,,ne to suppose.
Tti he sure, it !c‘-,gs outside a cigar
shop m d rose ic- s a had imitation of
a cigar, hut is in truth shaped and tied
about 1 e the original packages of
tobacco brought to the country.
-s
These pact.
ailed “elvettes.’’
were of a givet -i/e. were large In the
middle and tai'eiing tfiwnrtls the ends.
Such signs tirlgu ated when many of
those who had learned to smoke had
not learned to read.
Red lights, which shine from afar
at night, show to all smokers how
they can replenish their stock. Rut
the unwary stranger may bring up
some night in tla- police station, for
the red light is not only a sign of
the tobacconist, but of the watchhouse
as well.—New York Herald.
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Successors to Hutchins Bros.
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Hutchins & £

every household
vacdum cleaner.

Chinese

■

mination for United States senator to succeed Senator Bert M. FernalH, of Poland.
Colonel Hutne commanded the 103rd {
Infantry of the Yankee Division in the 1
World war, and recently was re elected |
treasurer of Aroostook county.
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Europe has

STATE OF MAINE
WALDO SS.

CASTORIA always

GENUINE

Continental
Bunch
of
Europe,
Straw Speaks "Little Language
of Its Own."

In

“It Is Sanitary, Speedy and Saving!"
vs.
ing cough in town at present.
Tarratine Club of Dark Haibor.
held three have been accepted by both em-'
ing on top. Slie brought the glass to
Eastern Star meetings are being
Frederic R. Kellogg of Morristown in the County 1
“1 uni sure
the edge of the porch.
The
work of \ of Morris, State of Now Jersey.
their usual stated ployers and employees.
against I
at
mplains
Hall
Masonic
in the
the Tarratine Club ..f Dark Harbor, a eoriioration !
you must be thirsty,” she said, “and
the court has so won the respect of Kan- j organized and existing under the Stink Corj«oratime.
It must be hard to setl vacuum cleantion laws «if Maine and located at the Town of
sas that labor contracts are now being
have movers around Meadowbank.”
drawn without any of the usual elaborate lslesb-.ro iu the County f Wahlo and Statu of
Mr. and Mrs. Judson DoJge
Maine, and says:
which has
He drained the glass with a little
provisions for conciliation and arbitra1. That the defendant is a stock corporation
ed into their new bungalow
A paragraph is organized in 19W. That i's activities were in 1921
tion of controver ies
.bow as he handed it back. “It Is dejust been completed.
tlie
same
a
new
taken
over
bearing
orpuiation
by
now inserted directing the prompt refer- I
licious. thank you.
Perhaps you will
name but organized nndei tlie social club laws of
left recently for
Mrs. John R. Monroe
j ence of all such controversies to the In- Maine.
That it is now desired to wind up ami distell me why I cannot sell the cleaners
of
the
be
guest
dustrial Court. Previous to the establish- solve tlie old stock corporation, but not the new
Monroe, where she will
around here."
ment of the court there was an average social corjioration. That plaintiff'is a member of
her parents and friends.
the last elected Board ol Directors of the said i
“Why there are no houses wired
of thirteen and a half strikes every stock
corporation.
New York has month in the Kansascoal
for electricity.”
2. At a meeting of the members and stockholdfields, and each
Dudley Pendleton of
weeks in town as miner averaged only 141 working days in ers of record of the said eoriioration iegalh called
“The dickens!" he ejaculated, growbeen spending two
therefor and held at said Islesboro on the 7th day
G. D. Pendle- a year. Now the average employment of of Sep:, iul*ei, 1922, the said stockholders voted to
father.
“Anyone but an idiot
ing
very red.
his
of
at
the gu
each miner is 256 days, with an estimat- dissolve the said slock corporation.
at the game would have known that
3. There are no existing assets of said corj* raed saving of fifty cents a ton to the conton.
Who is the local
before starting out.
tion to be distributed and no liabilities.
a
sumer of coal.
Wherefore the plaintiff prays.
Horseback riding has become quite
agent for the nearest power station:"
is
the
tribunal
which
Mr.
This
against
1.
That
said
defendant
stock
corporation may
few months among
“My father. He bus tried to interfad during the past
Gompers inveighs so loudly. It has ren- bi* dissolved and terminated.
2. That the plaintiff may have such other and
furnished a pleas- dered Kansas labor
est the i>eople. but they cling to their
independent of his further relief as
the young people and
the nature of tlie case may re- !
oil stoves and heaters and lights.
dictation, has made the citizens of the quire.
ant pastime.
That such notice of this bill may be given to
3.
State practically immune from strikes
There is gas in the village.”
of
k corporation as the court may
the
defendant
stoc
Mrs. L. L. Pendleton was the guest
ordered at his behest, and has contribut- see fit to issue.
“Thank you.
I am going to talk to
the
making
last
week,
ed materially to public peace and conher sisters in Troy
FREDERIC R. KELLOGG
If I can persuade some
father.
your
and
Mr.
with
tentment. Of course Mr. Gompers optrip by auto in company
of the people to petition for electric
poses it. Anything that tends to remove
Mrs. T. O. Hatch.
STATE OF MAINE
service, then I’ll come back in a month
him as tbe rallying point for the forces
September 15, 1922
Will you
Winfield Pendleton, Jr., and of disorder, and to substitute orderly pro- WALDO SS.
and sell cleaners to them.
Mrs.
Then ja-rsonally appeared Frederic K. Kellogg
to
cesses for the settlement of labor controsave your order for me?”
daughter of New York, have returned
and made oath that be has read the above bill and
will incur his bitter hatred.
knows the contents thereof and that the same is
“Of course," laughed Barbara. And,
their winter home alter spending the versies,
true of his own knowledge except the mutters
with a businesslike air lie lifted his
stated to lie on information and belief; that as to
summer in town.
be believes them to be true.
canvas package, raised his hat and
Bull Moose Ambles through those matters
Sun day
Before me,
The Free Library is open every
strode down the bricked walk to the
J. A. FENDLKTON,
Streets.
Justice of the Fence
afternoon and at the usual hours during
white gate.
of Miss
the week. Through the efforts
It was pleasant, sitting there on the
bull
moos:
A
huge
good-natured
sleek,
resum was
STATE OF MAINE
Alice L. Pendleton, quite a
porch, looking down the red path bearrived in Augusta at quarter of five SatWALDO SS.
at the
September 1&. 1922
tween the sweet-scented boxes and
alized from the rummage sales held
urday morning, ambled leisurely through
a fine library the streets of the city and departed for
[L. S.J
watching the man's straight form steplibrary this past season and
was pur- greener fields after giving the town the
ping briskly down the road toward
table and another smaller one
ORDER OF NOTICE
the village. She hoped her father
read- "once over.”
chased for the library to be used as
Mr. Moose made his debut in the viUpon the foregoing bill in equity, it is ordered
would do business with the strunger.
tables.
on
m
thereon
be
had
the
that
he
of
Bond
street
where
made
a
and
writing
bearing
Friday,
cinity
ing
She rather liked him for his gentle
twenty-seventh day of October, 1922, at ten o'clock
the
:omes in that neighborhood,
tour
of
»
A. M., at the Court House In Belfast. Maine, and
his evident refinement, and
courtesy,
and
fences
where
possible
skirting
going
be
the
clerk
that notice thereof
given by serving
Col, Hume Out for U. S. Senator In
she may have woven him Into her day
them where most conven- of said corporation with an attested copy of this
through
right
1924 G. O. P. Primary Re cedreams as she waited for her friends
He derided to take a look at Au- bill, together with this order thereon, at least
ient

announced that he will be a candidate in
the 1924 primaries for the Republican no-

wu.
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Sample Mailed Free
HrMPBREY*' R*'M! PAiHIC .M&D10UIS CO*
166 William Struct *Now York,

ployees.

Colonel Frank M. Hume, Houlton, baa

of MiT.dc u
iii-nuite t!v

“Sei

“The Pile Ointment”

cases

few cases of whoop-

t

wag

f o~ n

Witch Hazel Ointment (CcaP.)

It is said that nrhety per cent of the
brought before the Kansas Indus-

in

a

and
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THE KANSAS COURT.

ISLES80R0

Drops

The hunch of straw In Continental

Lower Main Street

a

yourself.

harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
Paregoric,
Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
For more than thirty years it has
age is its guarantee.
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Comfort—The Mother’s Friend.

Castoria is

HUMPHREYS’

W. A. JOHNSON

Mr.

For fevers. Congestion and tnflsmmatien
For Diseases at the Tendons or Ligament*
For Diseases ol the Bends
For Worm Diseases
For Diseases of thr Air Prrsages
For Colic. Spasmodic or Wind Colic
Prevents Miscarriage
For Disorders cf the Kidneys 3rd Gladder
For Cutaneous Disease 01 Emptier
For Oiseases of Digestion
60c. each, at Drug Stores or mail I.

Ili Ml'Hkeys' Homeopathic wIeoicine Co„
166 William Street. New York.

Goodyear wit system,

relieve your baby with
you would use for
to

What Is CASTORIA

burst forth vi iouslr.
Voices sounded from the hall and
three people came Into the veranda—
Barbara's parents and Mr. Rodney
Marvin, cool, calm. Immaculate.
“Thank you, Mrs Oreye." he was
saylnp. “your order shall be the first
one on my hook," and he scribbled In
a
new
notebook, while all of them
looked at him with varied decrees of
Interest.
Mrs. Oreye fhoitpht he was a promIslnp younp business man. Her husband coveted hint ns n partner In his
business.
Alice
Westerly thoiey'^p

Rodney was very “nervy" to
ado
the homes of the well-to -’ uttii male
himself so thoroup?
of them
while he cone .Id- utity.
Wlint <1;
rft think'- She never
told :
f.
'hs
raary r
and
w’
tie
id sp
k—she to’d Rndr.^
1
.a
on the
cf t: e wi
r,c ote

NEW BOOK, 300 pages, on ..are
and treatment of Dumb Animal*—

Poultry,

remedy

that

■

—Elisabeth Scollard.

Horses,

Never attempt

held them captive.
I Mar
"About an hour opo.” coitfe
barn, her cheeks hot.
“How funny'
And you tl upiit he
was a
real npent and ttrmd him
nwa.v?" pipe-led Allee
"I sent hint to father—he w.is very
I cave hint n
courteous—and nice.
glass of Iced lemonade—there that's
nil!"
Barbara was furious with herself for hlushlnc with Allee for her
Inane plppllnp anil nl>"\. Till with Rod
was lu pin .mp at the
ney Marvin, wl
bottom by sellit.a vacuum cleaners.
"And I hate t aeuum cleaners!" she

"It Is. and it r.m«t he very exhaustto talk to po.iple and persuade
I Barham primly,
them to buy,"
for she had hei n taught not to enter
Into conversation with strangers, and
yet lie had a very engaging manner
and
Alice
resembled
Westerly so
strongly thnt slip wanted to ask him
If they were related. This was hardly likely, because Allrp belonged to a
rich and clannish family and all the
members of the family were affluent
and very prominent.

Barbara was pouring out n glass of
lemonade—It was a tall, thin glass,
frosty and inviting, with the yellow
rind of lemons and a long straw float-

Then you come back to me, who loved
the fall,
Who loved September’s haze hung
heights of blue;
Though distance curtains your dear
face from view
Still is your spirit nearer in these days
Of mellow harvest time and sun filler

Milton B. hills Belfast.

‘‘lie has the no-t captlvatlnp manner—he could chant the birds from
euld ntake any
the trees, and he
huv a cleaner, whether she
woman
wanted It or not!"
"He couldn't persuade me to Inly
one,” retorted I’arhurn.
I>!d he come here?" Allee
“Rnrby
and
caupht her fr'en l’s little la

of these—
1
d should have
it a little book and
"It removes all
;
ots, stuffed furniIs

ing

Kciterate their low cries and are gone;
A hen earth is nkc a dream in rose and

repairing.

do not need a

chief.

spills
I From

pood sport!"
"He really Is—and I t ope he will
succeed." declared !’■ thorn, nk she
poured another eup of ten

■

iFrom the New Yoik Herald )

drawn
The russet leaves drop like soft ram that

lie

we

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature of
the wrapper all these
on
years
just to protect the coming
Do
not be
generations.
deceived.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health cf
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

u

that Is. ever} i
one." He pule
studied It enrol 1
the dirt from
:
ture, walls, hi
g, curtains, clothing,
without leaving a trace of dust behind.
It is sanitary, speedy and savHe paused breathlessly. "It Is
ing
lie nisdogir.ed, as
very warm to
he drew out an ii imaeulate handker-

AUlUMN.

dawn;
When in each hazel ticket far with-

which one day he is to he the head.
I'ncle Pick says 1 •! will m ke pood.
A tint f.ettie says lot pistr hoy must
not he humilt, ted. nt.d we think Rods

New/pap*r S>n,llc»t«.

M

!

—John Burroughs.

W I cn autumn lings her mantle on the
bill Is
And maples flame like torches of the

by

The young r .in with the vacuum
cleaner (mused at the foot of the steps
ind raised his straw hat.
"May I—" In » is beginning, when
Barbara smiled negatively.

The waters know their own and draw
The
brock that springs in yonder
h eights;
So flows the good with equal law
I nto the sou! of pure delights.

Correct Style
and utmost in wear.

1111.

fc-

What matter it I stand alone?
1 wait with joy the coming year*;
My heart shall reap where It has sown,
And gather up Hs fruit of tears.

HATS ond CAPS
and you will be sure of

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

he Is ! am’-'tiie ""<1

rich?" asked Alice Muntly
“Rich?-. Ills father Is the head of
I.lke most riili
the whole Indusit
htislmen's sot's, ll-si is leant op tl
He can
ness from tl e protind up
make 'em. le says, and r w they have
hint la the stilt
department, ef

Vacuum Wan

Asleep, awake, by night or day,
The friends I seek are seeking me;
No wind cm drive my bark astray,
Nor change the tide of destiny.

W'°a2Z-JUbaJ

'•r hojH» »or
"Why? Reclttise

The

I stay my haste, I make delays;
For what avails this eager pace?
I stand amid the eternal ways.
And what is mine shall know my face.

your house,"

to

PKOBAIt

"wilCtS

ADMINISTKATKIX’S NOTICE

acriber hereby gives notice y* cduly appointed administratrix
of
OTIS K KYOEH, Ut«
in the County of Waldo. All
IP
bonds as the law dirtcta
“
demands against the
'WO
the
are desired to present
<1
are
and all indebted thereto

^

^

tbeHtste*

B*lf“d|jv*

df'e,'‘rii,B*d<c««B«

*n;e tortetl,*'j2
ted » **

payment immediately.

UA j RVUn®"

Belfast. Ate. Sept. 12. __'

ChTTare1?;..?^
for fletcher$

A

castor**

LOSS OF SHIP HUALCO

This

new, year-round oil range
For city and country homes
coal

will make cooking ano
necessary in millions of
winter. And practically all
of those who use the latest New Perfection Oil
Range once will make it their year-round
cookstove.

shortage
THE
heating with oil
homes this fall and

Here is

The Perfection Oil
Heater gives you instant heat, just when
and where you want
it. Easily carried from
room

for 1
sea,

Waltham, Elgin, Illinois, Hamilton

Ladies’ Wrist Watches

double

You

topsail yards

Views

;

fire

if

even

we

had

bad

H. J. Locke &

KEROSENE

and

out

i

cut

out

“Grey Hound”

the best there is

the schooner

and

a

down and found

came

volunteer

where

94 to 192 Fane-ail Hill

packet

Almost 75 years in the
ket.

crew

us

NEW PERFECTION

anchor

with

us
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dustrial magnate, a democratic member London. “And it comes also to be underof the Reichstag and a member of the stood why the Japanese, usually so keen
in getting to work where their particuImperial economy council.
lar interests are concerned, have not
“If we ourselves have not the power to
this sickness,” he warns the

worried about the oil fields of America
Europe. They have all they want,
and
more, without going so far afield.
Germans, “then America will conside.
And that is why they have stuck so teit essential that the center of epidemic be
naciously to the island of Sajthalien, to
isolated and the illness permitted to abate the nortn of
Japan.
of itself, as a lesson of warning for other i
“One of the engineers, who h s'been
peoples."
six years at the work, says that the is I
He says it appears abroad, and in a
laud can supply 10,000,000 tons of napli
large part at home, that Germany is fully tha per annum—practically equal to the
prosperous and that her economic condi- resources of the Royal Dutch Company.
tion is improving since there is no un
The island has a long, narrow fishlike
employment in Germany and the demand shape, with a strong mountain ridge
is greater than the production; yet the down the
The oil wells at prescenter.
Germany ent worked are in three different regions
contrary is usually the case.
is selling and squandering that which she of the
island, one at the extreme north
stored in former years, and is prejudicing and the other two to the south.
At one
the foundation of her later resurrection, of the southern
fields,the Chive,ther.' are
he declares.
live large lakes of naphtha, one being
One cause of "our blind economic self- nearly lot)
yards wide by nearly 500
fact
in
the
"lies
he
weakening,”
asserts,
yards long.
that the Germans continually use the j
“In the north region there are two
j
mark not only as a
eans of exchange
lakes, one large and one small; and large
and compensation, but aa the standard
lakes have been found at
underground
of values, although its worth has sunk
only a few yards below the ground surto three-tenths of a pfennig.
face
A French engineer just returned
"We can only arrive at the convales
from a visit to the island, which, by the
cence of our economics when we no
way, is carefully guarded from the eyes
longer use the rubber hand but rather the of the curious, and almost entirely closed
firm yard rule as the measure of value,”
against foreigners, says that three com•aid the statement.
“Only then can we panies are at present occupied in the exl*in the necessary credit abroad.”
ploitations on the island.”
Dr. von Siemens scathingly criticized
sternest
“the
•ocialism, declaring that
front must be presented against social
“tic levelling and opposition through
•tate regulation ot economics.
To make
There’s a message the Farmer wants to
further concessions to the masses spells
give to every land owner and investor
democracy comprised and ruined.”
If
and that is, Don’t fool with agents.

|

GOOD ADVICE.

you want anything go directly to head
quarters and then make sure that you

A WEAK DISCLAIMER

know what you want and that i is safe
An oflicial statement
and substantial.
from the government is that, since the
war, seven hundred and fifty millions
have been lost in stock promotion frauds.
All this would have been saved had men
and women looked well into the schemes
before placing their dollar". A glib agent
and the lure for easy money, in the form
of big profits, has drained many a home
aud will for time to come simply because
as Barnuin once decared “People like to
be humbugged.’’ Shut the door in the
face of every tuch agent and it will be
dollars in your pocket.
Investigate before putting one cent into
any s. curity no matter how alluring. Pay
no attention to agents but go to your bank
or some reliable man you can trust. What
is tiue with stocks holds equally with all

B

M. Jewell, who represented the
strikers in the railroad difficulties that
M'e prevailed since July 1, said, in commenting upon the terms of the strike settlement.
"The public will not believe
tint the rank and file of labor condone
•ets of violence resulting in loss of life
•niong trade service employes and others."

If Mr. Jewell had come out at any time
•ith a good, round condemnation of all
forms of violence nd interference with
t®06e railroad employes who remained at
*ork or with others who took the places
*
'trikers, the public might accord a
measure of security to this utterance of
«well. Aut it specifically refers to vio*oce causing loss of
life, and in view of
'••notorious fact that some strike read■"uave not only condoned
violence, but
occasion have uttered veiled threats
•*inst the persons of men who were at
ln tbe
*Bops and also against the
am
liberty of the railroad companies, the
re*ard >n
proper light this
iu» If '?'**!
^•rded disclaimer from this strike lead-

agents.
Thousands of dollars were lost the past
season through signing for trees, or small
fruits, which when delivered were no
good. If you want apple trees next year
deal with the Farmer’s Exchange, or go
directly to some reliable.nursery man who
will take your order without conditions
Buy no
and give a ten years guarantee.
small fruits unless under written guarantee of trueness to name and that they
Accept no fall dug
were spring dug.
strawberry plants for they are of little
Deal direct with growers and
value.
knoyv where you can place responsibility
in case of failure.—Maine Farmer.

Jr

I’roceedinga instituted by Attorney
at Chicago will have
»'ral,Daugherty
omphshed one profoundly important
they go no further than to
d»m°8e

Gt**

leadfD8lrate
®.*y

lb»t

resort

*trilter or strike
to violence without

no

?wn i‘fe or liberty—that crime
comm0.!118,
mitted in the name of
organized la!ne wb|t **“ •ni*n*ble to puni*hmtD,0t tban
crime committed
one
*hn u
union
on

be8r the brand of
0'!.1101
Manufacturers’ Record.
—

by
trade

Mad Dog i hot in Bangor.

*

at L*wliton- Me.,
,romItheUoJfCeiVed
the
X, ord county apple belt raised
tut

1(0 rm81 ,,°f damage by
^isumi.
,8ever® were

clt«rdi»tfUai

•etion

had

dix,;

hail to nearly
the results of
ate *a*i Dailfall that the ora?.tb band together another

°,bt?'n bail insurance, which
ously been thought unnecessary.

!

|

A dog owned by J. D. Weatherbee of
Bangor became mad S. nday afternoon
and after snapping at several persons
at
who hastily sought cover, fell foaming
the mouth on the tracks of the Maine
Central, a short distance from its owner's
A call was sent to police headhouse.
and Acting Deputy Chief Ken-

quarters
nedy shot the animal.

I

j

location in Boston’s
Established 1848.

sane

three:

Big

Mar-

Elsie M. Crosby of Bolmont, in the County
and Slate of Maine, respectfully
gives this Honorable Court to be informed: that she was lawfully married to Guss
F. Crosby of paris unknown, at Meriden,
Conn on the 26ih day of October, A. D. 1917;
tnat sif ce said marriage one child has been
born to th m, to wit, Bradford L. Crosby, four
years old; that since sail marriage your libelant has conducted herself towards the said
Guss F. Crosby as a faithfu', chaste and affectionate wife; that the e«id Guss F. Crosby,
of Waldo
libels and

Fruit and Produce

continued said desertion for three consecutive
years next prior to the filing'of this libel; that
your libelant has r°aided in this Slate in good
faith for more than one year prior to the date

a

bonds to

carry the

It has been reliably estimate! that from thirty to fifty million dollars are
being stolen annually from bank depositors who do not protect their checks.
It may never have happens! to you—yet your next check may be raised.
It is next to impossible to write a check that is safe, unless protected with

mails

day, but in the intervening

Senator John Sharp Williams speaking I lime we had had a terrible snow storm
in the United States Senate against pas- so that day we were taken to Rockland
sing the bonus bill after the President had j and started for Belfast in one big coach
vetoed it, in part said:
| and several small teams. The grouud
Mr. President, I am a Democrat, a plain, was bare the greater part of the
way
ordinary, blamefool Mississippi Democrat, hut there was some
heavy drifts where
without any embroideries and wiihout ;
w
had to shovel a path through.
When
any frills, and without any special designation, but I am going to stand behind we arrived at Rockland there was no
the Republican President of this country communication to
Belfast, tile wires
in this veto message because he is right,
down in places, but about the
and the only thing that is bothering me being
is my wonder hoi? a Republican like him time we got started they managed to
could have gotten so right.
Whenever I get a message through that read by misfind a Republican, the Chief of the party, take
“ship Hualco lost and all hands,”
right upon a proposition my wonderment but before
we reached Belfast in the early
grows.
This is a bill to give a bonus to some- morning they had the wires in good shape
thing like 4,000,000 men, overone-half of and the proper message went through
whom never faced a shot, over one half “all hands
saved and on the way home.”
of whom never went across the seas,
where we arrived somewhere about 4 a,
about one-fourt
of whom never served j
outside of a military camp, about one- m. and I guess the whole town was around
tenth of whom, men and women, weie the old "American House” to see us.
serving with shoulder straps in Washing1 am not aware of another survivor of
ton departments, and never got anywhere ! this sh p
The last one I knew of w«s
to illustrate their courage.
Dr, Winslow who died a few years ago.
For the man who marches forward i He had shipped as boy on his first venfacing the cannon’s mouth, whether for ture at sea and it was his last in the
self-respect or for his country’s welfare, merchant marine, but years after he beeverybody has high respect. Why did came a cadet at Annapolis and I think
they not confine this bonus bill to the graduated. Soon after he left the service
men
who faced fire, the men who upon and started to study medicine, but in tbe
Handers’ fields or France’s fields, offered Civil War he joined the navy again and
their breasts to gunshots? Why did they became a Lieutenant but went back to
take in all the clerks around Washington, his studies again on the close of the war.
and all the men in the encampments who If there is another survivor of that ill
never did anything except subject themfated ship 1 would like to correspond
selves to a new process of being washed with him or meet him, but I know the
every morning and living a more sanitary
officers are all dead, Capl John Morse,
life than they were accusLomed to? Why master, Cornelius Hines, first mate, Henry
did they put them all in? Why, you put Hall, a Swede who lived in Belfast many
them all in because you knew you could years, second mate, George Snell, third
not carry off the steal wiihout putting
mate, Sam Walker, carpenter, and a
them all in.
You knew that if you con- Henry Gray, cook, with his wife stew
fined it to the one million of men who ardess. The greater part of the seamen
went to France, and a little bit over a belonged in and around Belfast. I have
million, you would not have gotten much forgotten half their names, and many of
consideration from
the
politicians of them I never knew, but as tbey were all
America; but you wanted to take in the older than myself they must have all
4,000,000 serving at the training camps, passed to the beyond. I w s one of the
some of them in the departments at Washyoungest of the crew and 1 am 8a years
ington wearing spurs, as old Joe Cannon old.
1 have in mind many square rigged
said, for fear that their heels might slip
off the desks.
You put them all in, even vessels built in those years
I know the
the women, and they were not supposed following spring as soon as the ice was
to face any firing.
They never presented clear above the bridge a little barque
their beautiful breasts lo the cannon shot called the “Collin McRae’’ was launched.
of the enemy and ought not to have done I worked on the tigging and went to sea
it. 1 would be ashamed of myself if in her.
She was built by Master WoodAmerican men would have permitted them cock for the Pierce firm and commanded
to do it; but they are in it, even.
by Capt. John Bramhall. We went to
Wilmington, N. C, as she was built for a
firm there in the naval stores trade to
GERMAN NITRATED.
Liverpool. She made one voyage and
at anchor off Cape
“In 1913,” said Dr. J. A. Harker in a was lost in a hurricane
her chains and dragged
lecture before the British Association on Fear. She parted
but all hands
September 12, “Germany consumed about ashore and was a total loss,
200.000 tons of nitrates, of which about were saved.
In closing this letter I will mention one
120.000 tons were imported in the form of
Chile nitrate. I am told that from May more vessel that was built above the
and there are not many old resi1, 1921, to April 30 this year the smaller bridge
Germany of today used 290,000 tons, or dents living who will remember it, for I
45 per cent more than in 1913, without was a very small lad, 8 or 9 years of age,
the demand of her agriculturists being en- and went to the launching with my older
where
tirely met. Furthermore, the whole of sisters, and we were on the bridge
this increased total was produced within most of the spectators were, and when
the country, from her fixation and by- she tooK the water a check-line she had
bottom and threw
products industry. This would place her out fouled under her
in a preeminent position in the event of her on her beam ends toward the old
bridge. That was crowded clear to the
war.
"At the end of the present year Ger- old draw and there was rushing for
She did not reach the bridge and
many will have at her disposal an inter- safety.
nal capacity for the pioduction of about it was several days before she was got
an500.000 tona of fixed nitrogen annually, a back on her bottom—by laying out
total so coloaaal that she will be entirely chors and rigging heavy tackles on
side
of
north
the
independent of all importation. In case of the high hill on the
another war she will be assured of the bridge on the eastern shore. She was
basic materials for the gigantic produc- called the “Bothuia,” a small full-rigged
tion of ammunition, together with enough ship; but what became of her I never
fertilizer to enable her to grow a very knew.
Please note in your paper that if any of
large share of her food.”
your readers know of a survivor of the
The Rockland lime business is brisk. Hualco I would like to have them drop
lime are me a line to this address
From 12 to 15 carloads of
Thanking you for anv favors you may
shipped out of the city every day. mostly
In addition a grant, I remain,
to New England points.
Yours truly,
large load of 8,000 to 10,000 barrels goes
C. M. Havener,
to New York city for building purposes
Sailors’
The 30 kilns of the city
Snug Harbor,
every week.
New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.
are working day and night.

hereof
W’herefore your libelant prays that a divorce
from the bonds of matrimony between herself and the said libelee may be decreed, and
that the care and custody of their mioor
child may be given to her.
And the libelant further alleges that she
has used reasonable diligence to ascertain the
present resider ce of said libelee, but is unable
to do so, and does not know where it is.
Dated at Belfaat, Me this 23ri day of September, A D. 1922
(Sigoeu) ELSIE M. CROSBY, Libelant.

BY CHECK RAISING

a

mo

lern device.

Remember, thit in these days, every class of crime is constantly increasing and an unprotected check is a dangerous asset.
No matter to whom you give your check it is not safe for it may be trans-

Waldo,

(Signed)

233

as

to

H. C. BUZZELL,
Justice of the Peace*

STATE OF MAINE.

Waldo,

ss.

Supreme Judicial Court

in

Vacation.

Belfast, September 25th, A. D. 1922.
Upon the annexed writ andlibel.it is ordered
by me, tta* undersigned, a Justice of said Court,
that notice be given to the Libelee by publishing an attested copy of the same, cr an
abstract thereof, together with this order

An attractive proposition offers! to live wire local salesmen,

STANDARD C dECK AMITING

Sept. 23, 1922. The said libel-

ss

ant roaoe oath that the above allegation
the residence of the libelee is true.
Bet ire me,

ferred to another party or stolen from the mail or get into the hands of a dishonest employe, win by uun a few drops of acid or by clever pen changing
can mike over your checK so that you would scarcely know it.
Do you know that your signature represents every dollar that you are
wortui’ Is it not worth a few dollars of your money to protect it?
Don’t put this milter olf another day, but write for interesting literature
on check protection
It does not obligate you at all.
post card will do.
We can supply you with any at an lard ni ike of check writer or protecting
device for half price or less.

j

or

overcome

under

just such

Proprietors
Belfast, Maine

wholly unmindful of the same on the 15th day
of January, A. D. 1918, utterly deserted your
libelant, without reasonable cause, and has

j

so long as she is convinced
ed up into the petrol high fever during
that Germany, as well as Russia and > the last six months, it may come to some
Austria “is injected with the intellectual ! as a surprise to hear that the Caucasus is
malady of socialism,” says a statement not the only place still open for exploitaby Dr Carl Fredrich von Heimens, an in- tion,” says the Petroleum Times of

wi\\ not help

Market, Boston, Mass.

llinnels, hanging around
warm fool, awaiting.
I see
was writing of her
loss, says

was reported
in Belfast that night.
That could not be for at that time the
only cominumcation between Vinalhaven
was by this schooner that rescued us as

! was

Store

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
To the Honorabl Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court next t be holden at Belfaat,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the
first Tuesday of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand cine hundred und twenty-

it

Why? Yes, Why?

“While every state in Europe f in d even
some in other continents) has been work-

The healing of Europe’s ills is possibly
only through the aid of America but she

P. O. Square.

with warm

the one that

Burners

JAPANESE OIL.

SENSIBLE GERMAN.

The^Rexail
REAL) & HILLS,

APPLES OUR SPECIALTY.

she carried the mails to the main land at
Rockland, and it was several days before
she would venture across the bay for she
A

CITY DRUG STORE

Prompt and Efficient Service. Stencils furnished on app'ication,
References any Commercial Agency; Beacon Trust Co, Boston.

got warmth and food, and up
beat back to Vinalhaven, ar-

the lire and

Range

SUPERFEX

Give them from a half to two
little cubes of Analax at bed time.

riving there about 3 or 4 a. m and I guess
every house in Vinalhaven had a welcome
for

Oil

we

with their bowels.

Son, Maine!'

Commission Merchants.

on

we

Generally

somewhere.

trouble

HALL & COLE, Inc.,

an anchor in a sort of
the southwest side and we
launched our boats and went on board,

cove

When their little feces are
clouded with trouble, it is a sura
sign that there REALLY IS

~~

bright starlight
ily. She came to
a

only

on

STATE OF MAINE.

about 9 p m.,
night but blowing heav-

u

<■

when it is clean
the inside as well
as cn the outside. And so does
the light shine from the face of
the little child when it is clean
from within as well as without.

bright

the

means of doing so
Some one saw the
] 6hip when she struck that afternoon and
; rode horseback into Vinalhaven and re| ported the loss and the whole town turned

SOCONY

window

A LINE OF GREETING CARDS

made out at last to land on the south side
of a barren island called
"Brimstone,”
with no shelter and no fuel whatever to

children

light shines through tha

I’HF,
und

Colored Photographs
Bar Harbor and

ot

longer punish

cross

Nutting’s Famous Interiors

wind and a dirty chop of a sea, and a
colter day never grew in Maine for
every drop ot spray drenched us to the
skin and icing our boats up inside and
out, froze as soon ^s it struck, but we

a

no

by.

catch trains

Sawyer’s Beautiful

time.

build

Wise Mothers

!

^PICTURES^

and sank in about 20 or 30 minutes .giving
us just barely time to put our boats out
and saving only what we atood in at the

Our only chance for our lives was
ts pull our boats dead to windward ab.ut
three or four miles against a gale of

can

'it't Anatom
That
Anna Locktt*

SETH THOMAS CLOCKS are
dependable time-keepers, built for accuracy for over a
century and backed by the guarantee of the maker, as wc 11
as by ourselves.

into use> and somewhere about 3
P- m. she struck on Saddle Back ledge

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
26 Broadway

*

^CLOCKS^

10 and 11 a. m. with a heavy N. N. W.
gale blowing. We singled reefed the topsails before we weighed our anchor (for

before

•

both American and Swiss, Gold Filled and 14k Gold

board the new ship the “Hualco.” We
sailed from Belfast somewhere between

that was

FOR MEN

;

came

Use

*

HivATCHES

and after working about 2 years at the
blacks oith trade I again had a second
attack of the sea fever and shipped on

clean, odorless heat and long-burning
economy, use Socony Kerosene. Readily available everywhere.

PERFECTION
Oil Heater?

———

bottl
o) cents—1 cent a dose.
A ! dealers.
‘•L. F." Mr.PIf !XE CO., Portland, Maine

It was my second venture at
I first went i.i the ship "Western

as

1

Lar

tone.

of the unfortunate seamen

Chief,” Capt. John Dyer, somewhere between 1853 54, but soon gave it up or
as the sailors
say "killed the sailor’’

an

For

to room.

one

was

Well-

Keep

Kopp well, and yon
wf
t}
to #l'« ? w* 11. Good l'ood, pare water,
fr< ’i air, r\»ri i<e, re stful sleep—all necessary.
A1 re all, keep d! ,'estion rigorous, lirer active,
bowels fuucti >’)’!'.« t gularly and thoroughly. At
fir-1 f-ign of digestivo disorder, take^L.F.* Atwood’s Medr*i: —it promptly restores perfect
™~™r: ■

board.

on

oil range that the Good HouseInstitute
has endorsed in every parkeeping
ticular. With the new Superfex Burners it cool^s
as fast as a gas stove, and it is
just as convenient,
simple and easy to operate. Strongly and
beautifully built. Ask your housefurnishing or
hardware dealer to give you a demonstration.

The greatcoal-saver!

How to

Editor of the Republican Journa :
Dear Sir: Through the* kindness of
Capt. Watts, o c of mv fello.v inmates
here, I occasionally get a chance to read
your paper which used to be ao familiar
in days gone by and some ti ne in Feb
ruary some one was writing up reminis,
cenres of old time ship building in and
around Belfast, and it vividly brought
back to me my young days when my
ambitions were leaning toward a sea l.fe.
This brought back to my memory very
clearly the loss of the ship “Hualco,”

EXCHANGE

thereon, three weeks successively in the Re-

SroadiNAy, Nanv York City

publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast.in the County of Waldo.the last publication
to be sixty days at least before the next term
of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the first Tuesday of
January next, that he may then and there
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if
CHARLES J. DUNN,
he see fit.
Justice Supreme J. dicial Court.
A true copy of Writ, Libel, and Order of

RUGS

Court thereon.
Attest:

FROM CHINA

3w39
JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.

WANTED

In the finest quality of sheep
and camel’s wool, and in
shades of blue and tan. The
(prices are lower than those
goffered in the Boston and
New York stores. Call and
333 th3n at th3 Jo iiMil

TO BUY ALL KINDS OF JUNK. Anyone who has any to sell please telephone
or send postal and I will call. Good prices
for old paper..
SAM FREEDMAN,
Cross Street, Belfast.
39tf

I

Woolens

AMY L. WILSON*

Material for ladies’ wear direct from
factory. Write for sample and mention

SUE M. PART R IDG 2.

garment planned.

Easters SteauUi Lines
October 3

USED GARS

to 31

Round

One 1920 Ford touring,
with starter and demountable rims. Nice condition.
Price $325.

Trip
From
Fare
Fare
From,
00
$8
.$7,00
Stonington..
Bangor
Winterport. 7.00 Nor'h Haven.47.00 \
Bucksport. 7.00 Bluehill. 9.00 j

;

These cars privately
owned and driven and in
exceptionally good condition. Apply to

KNIGHT,

MONROE, MAINE

HOOD CHOPPERS
WANTED. Good pay for cord
Camp supplied. Telephone Mr. Rogers,*
179-24. Belfast. Call before 6 a. m. or

Belfast.
Camden.
Rockland..
Par Harbor.
eal Harbor.
Northeast Harbor.
Southeast Har-

6 00
6 00

bor.

9 00

Staterooms

|

m.__

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN £
30 High Street.

lei. 320

6,00
9 00

9.00
9

CO

South Bluehill.. 9 00
Brooklin.;. 8.00
Deer Isl1.
8.00
Sargentville. 8 00
South Brooksville 8 00

Eggemoggin.,.

historic and interest*

Sightseeing automobile trips to
CAMBRIDGE LEXINGTON CONCORD
MARBLEHEAD
SALEM
GLOUCESTER PLYMOUTH
ing points.

Usual Attracdous at all Theatres.
Visit Annual Food Fair at Horticultural
Hail October 9th to 21st.
Brockton Fair at Brockton Oct. 3 to 7.

5w39

Telephone connection.
(W. W. BLAZO 4 SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

HOR SALE

I

Accommodating Two Persons,
$2 00 and $2 50

Boston is famous for

1 am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving •
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention..

Reyolvinpookcase

8 00

Dark Harbor. 7.00

Visit Boston During October

wood.

after 6 p.

Round

Trip

One Ford Sedan, 1921.
starter and demountable
rims. Price $350.

A. W.

Trucking

inclusive

Return Limit 15 Days from Day of Sale

One 1919 Ford touring,
starter type, good condition. Price $200.

F. A. PACKARD,
Box B, Camden, Maine.

3m36

GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast. Maine.

For particulars app'y st the

JOURNAL OFFICE.

ALGOLA PILLS
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Bos
1103, City Hall Station, Hew York. See
signature on each box.

Jlchef
Whin you're tuff.rlng from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

t

neuralgia,

House for Sale
A five

room

house and factory.

Cemented cellar and electric lights.
A. P. LORD,
Enquire of
Box 154, Camden, Maine.
28

or

pain from ony othoroauM, try

Dr. Miles Anti-Fain Pills
Ona

two and tha pain stops
no habit-forming .ruga
Havo you trlod Dr. Miles' Nsrvlnat
4ih ,os r JfrasfM
or

Contain

Nellie F < hWm
Miss
Music Festival Saturday

Protect
Your Shoes

site

rt'<C the

Edward Verrill ia visiting his
L< ustteidiLg tefciein
grandparents.
Master

Belfast.
Mr. Earle C. Gardner left for Boston.
on a business trip, expecting
to be away tor somi time.

Bail-Band

Slippers

Heavy
much

are

regular light-weight

They

v/ill

protect

)

11

the

Mra. Ealelle Crosby left last week to
make an extended visit with her brother,
Mr. Leslie A. Bennett in Malden, Mass

your leather shdfes
as well as from

J. Howard Winchester of Corinna,
going home Tuesday of last week from
a
business trip to Belfast, spent a few
hours here socially.

Mrs. Jennie Morse Bragg attended the
Music Festival, going up Thursday and
being the guest of her cousin, Mrs James
P W hittemore, for the week-end.

TUTTLE 5S

18 THE place

LOWER MAIN 8TREET

Mrs. John J. Ward well of
Rockland, who had been at the home of
John E. Lancaster for several days, returned Oct 3rd with their daughter, Mrs
L, M. Chandler of Camden in her car.

SEARSPOKT
Mr*. Ernest Murphy is visiting friends
in Portland.

Capt. William Goodell is spending a
week in Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. Harry Perry haa returned from a
visit with relatives in Houlton.

j

1

Clarendon W. Gray of East Boston recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Leroy D. LittlefieM.
Mrs. Harold Coombs of Belfast was the’
recent guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred B. Smith.

Amos Simpson and Sumner Small, who
employed in Dover- Foxcroft, spent
the week-end in town.
are

Miss Rebecca R>ss arrived Saturday
from Orange, N. J., where she attended
the DuBose-Ross wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cook and little
Winston, have moved to Bangor and
will reside on Ohio street.

adn.

Roanoke, Va.,

tools place on Wednesday evening, Oct.
4, at the home of the bride’s sister, Mrs.
Andrew W. Allen at 414 Hey wood avenu",
Orange, N. J. The ceremony occurred at
9 o’clock and was performed by Dr. John
Patterson of the Orange Presbyterian
church, who used the single ring Episcopal service. Preceding the ceremony Mrs
Helen Amaden, accompanied by a stringed
The
bridal
orchestra, sang Because.
patty entered to the strains of the Lohen
:
gtili Wt'Jd'ng March, the bride upon the
The ceremony took
arm of her father.
s
place in the living room, the brid l party

while his wife

;

who remained for
them.

on

Sunday.

Adams,

Miss

Mr. anu Mrs.

rwar

auu

men

daughter ot Oakland, who is
the hoy who lives wulh Mr.

a

auuntu

sister to
and

Mrs.

Win. Small, spent Sunday with the ^mait

family.
Harand will soon occupy it.
Clements of Serrsport built the cnimuev aud also owe for George Divoli.

well and rugged.

He

finds the most ol
in the full blooded,

the diseased cows are
nigh bred and high fed cows.

Home Demonstration department
laat
of the Fa.m Bureau held a meeting
at the home of Mrs. William
The

Miss FRANCES B. ADAMS

Services were held at the Last Northport chapel Sunday afternoon o> Kev. C
W Martin. On Monday even ngs at 7 30
the evangelist,

will hu.J

in the

meetings.
;

OCTOBER 8th.

Mr. and Mrs. .rank Partridge of Waterville are expected this wet k o occupy
the house

EVANGELIST,
Methodist Church, Beginning Sunday

Special Music.

hey recently bought, formerly

the Whitten house, and which they will

Capt. and Mrs. Bartlett W’adim, accompanied by their daughter, Mrs M. B
Whiting, leave for Boston Thursday, to
attend the wed ding on Saturday, Oct. 14,
of George
Knowlton W adlin to Miss

Miss Adams is

a

gifted

success

as

young woman who has

already

evangelist throughout New

an

England.
<

house gu-at of I
theirs, at their cottage here, and by Mrs.
Mary Godfrey, who has been visiting in
a

Boston.

Services
the hour).

Friday evenings

Everybody

Saturday
NOR Ih BELFAST
Owing to sickness there was
Dickey.
it
not as many present as usual, although
Mr John D. Dickey went to Provi'
a
was
pleasant and profitable meeting. deuce, R. L, last Tuesday for an fndefi- I
The next meeting will be some time in nite
stay.
November. Notice of time and place
Mrs
Charles Conant, Mrs
Mr. and
The demonstrations
will be given later.
Bel t Mackie and Mrs Addie Merriam of
Christ
and
dishes
of
consist
will
supper
Lowell, Mass, arrived Thursday week to j

Sunday at 10.45 a. m. and 7.<X> p. m. (note
on Tuesday, Wednesday.
Thursday and

on

Also

If you

at 7,30 p. m.

is

incited

to attend these

come once, you

will

services.
again!

come

—

mas

suggestions.

The Iniustrial club met at the home of
Louise Cunningham Oct 4th witn a good
attendance,

was

a

busy meeting

as

great deal of worit to be finished as the Club will hold their annual
in
sale at Comet grange hall, Oct. d7lh.
there

;

it

the

was a

evening the supper will

consist

of

chowder, doughnuts, coffee aud
The proceeds are for the impickles.

clam

provement of the cemetery at the Corner.

remain

a

short

time while Mrs. Mackie

settles her household alTurs preparatory
to spending tne winter in Lowell.

Yes, Sure,

The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Aid
was heid
Wednesday afternoom

s«*ooo

v w

Harnesses, Horse Collars,

S^lld

Trunks, Suit Cases and

Oct. tth.
The following oHicc ra were
elected for the ensuing year: Mr». W. G.
Hatch, President; Mrs. Herman O. Beck-

j

]

‘lSVd'138

oianis

YOU CAN GET YOIJR

Society

with, Vice President; Mrs. W. S. Hatch,
Treasurer; Mrs. Sarah Hurd, Mrs Frank

3NIVW

Traveling Bags
j

repaiied at
price

yvpoyl

reasonable
at the
a

HflOA IVOHJ 3QVW

Bellas! Leather Store

For Immediate Sale

STATE OF MAINE,
Vo the Honcrabl Justices of the Supreas#
Judicial Court next to he bolden at Bel fast,
within ar.d for the County of >Naido, on lb# I
first Tuesday of January, in the >ear of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty*

1

three:

Cathleen Y1 Yluttola of Belfast, m the County of Waldo and Slate of Maine, respectfully
'libels and gives this Honorable Court tv b« in*
formed: that she was lawfully married tojobA (
A. Mottolaof parts unknown, at Belfastafor#said, on the fifteenth day of ^ure, A. D.
1920; tn t since said marriage your libel*
has
an*
nducted h«r»elf towards the ew
John A. II ittola as a faithfu', chasta andlM
fectionate wife; that being of sufficient abili?
and being able to lab.*r and provide for Mr,I|
has grossly, wantonly and cruelly neglect*
and refused to provide suitable
for your libelant; tnat he has been go lty »
cruel and abusive .treatment and extra*
crueity towards her.
Wherefore your.libelant pray s that aditort# «■
from the bonds of matrimony between ba*
self and the said libelee may be decreed,**
that she may resume ner maiden na»# :
Cathleen M. Colcord.
^
And the libelant further alleges th»t

naainteoaijj;

WANTED

J

]

MOTTOU^

Waldo,
ant
the

The said lid*

ss., October 6, 1922.

#•*
oath that the above allegation
residence of the iioelee is true.
Before me.

mace

(Signed)

H. C. Bl ZZELL,
Justice of tne Beac#*

STATE OF MAINE.
W aldo,

s*.

Supreme

Judicial Court in Vacation.

Belfast, October iOtb,
the annexed writ
by me, the undersigned, a
that notice be given to

Upon

1*

A.

end libel.lt iij
Justice of ssio
the Libelee

djj ^

attested copy of the *a®«.
thereof, together with this
10
thereon, threa weeks successively

; lisbing

an

abstract

^

publican Journal, newspaper printed
U
fasl.in the County of Waldo,the l»*t |
to be sixty days at least before then
uf said Court, to be holden at
lu
and for said County, on the tirst
»
January next, that iffe niay then
a

i

!
|
!

M,a

I

^

of
4

CquriHARu^wr^^t

Justice Supreme Ji diets
ot' Writ, Libel, MIi
I Court thereou.
....
Attest: JAMES H
A

tru. copy

j

^
lerfc

ULLfcAJ^-

1

“lost

^

has used reasonable diligence to ascertain t*
present residet.ee of said libelee, but is uo|B,,
to do so, snd does not know where it *•
Dated at Belfast/Me this sixth diy of W*
her. A. D. 1922
(Signed) CATHLEEN M.

^FLORIDA

_

^

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.

To Rent

tairtt-rr.

at

m.

achieved large

W. Turner have reMr
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turned from an automobile trip to New
York and were accompanied by Mrs.
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Children’s
3.30 p.

Laura Mason of Boston.

Halltday, who
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(The Billy Sunday Song Book)

make their home.

John
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Twombly and Mrs. H. B. Ladd, Social j
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has
been
Howes
r.'r,
and
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John
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Palmer and Mrs, i autumn leaves, and hydrangea blossoms.
NORTH SE4RSP0RT
I The bride was charming in a gown made adjusted and workmen are pushing along
Caro Beals, of Springfield, Mass., are
KNOX KILIUE
The tearing away
from a valuable Lima lace shawl, which j the extensiye repairs.
56' Main Street,
guests of Mrs. Nancy Merriman.
of the damaged ceiling and partition
ha I been used as a wedding gown by a
A. E. M ithews auil family of Union
Dr. and Mrs. Edward S. Calderwood sister of the bride, and which was ori- shows an almost unbelievable spread of
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the
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is
on
Hall
E. N.
Mr. and
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( pent Sunday with his parents,
left Sunday for their home in Boston, ginally a gift from the bride’s father to her the lire from a tiny origin.
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after spending a week at their cottage.
mo her.
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a
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sapphires, the gift of the groom. She Clifford a Sandypamt for some weeks,
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are visiting her parents,
L. J. Wingate of Thorndike is helping
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Ruth
of
and
Canton,
Esther
NO LONG WAITS
daughters,
wore a wedding veil which had been used
left last week for boston to meet her
ind Mrs. R G. Seeley in Swanvilte.
Mass., are guests of Miss Mabel Grfiin.
by her four sisters, and wUich was held in husband upon his arrival from New York E. 1) Vose dig potatoes.
Mail orders promptly filled
place by orange blossoms. Her bouquet
unMr. and Mrs. Merton Payson of Union
Mrs. Sarah Vose is rejoicing over the
Tel 3§2- U
Capt. and Mrs. Jo eph D. Sweetser left was of bride’s roses and lilies of the val- leaving her son with its grandmother
in
secures
til
she
of
Boston,
j
Whalen
apartments
N.
ind Mr. and Mrs. Murry
H.,
arrival of a great granddaughter.
recently by auto for Goffstown,
Miss Rebecca Mernthew Koss of where they intend to locate for the winley.
Mrs.
where they will visit Mr. and
Cyrus
are spending a week at the E.
Mrs Ella Smail of Hampden ealied on Rockland
Searsport acted as maid of honor, and she ter.
•
I
N. Colson.
A. Matthews cottage.
wore orchid crepe satin, and earned yel
old neighbors and friends recently.
W. H. Morrison, A vah C
Messrs
The groom was attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Reynolds of Mat- low roses.
The death of Elden Smart, who died at
H. GrifMr. Henry Clement is painting the
tawamkeag have been the guests of Mr. Dr. O. B. Darden of Richmond, Va. Tne Treat, W. F Trundy and James
their
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Saturday
night
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of
house
Ingraham.
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buildings
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was received with saaness by his neighMain street
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silos
into
the
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Putting
On account of continued sickness, the
hydrange .s were used in the living room They had a most enjoyable lime, sending
bors and friends as he was highly rethe order of business the past week.
well known Swan Lake Hotel pro erty
Mrs. Rufus Fowler of New York who and reception room, and a centerpiece of home specimens of their fishing experi
is extended
all.
Sympathy
by
spected
with about 100 acre of land, is offered for
spent the summer with relatives in roses and dahlias was on the dining table, j ences; but the weather was so warm they
Mrs. Susie Ingraham visited in Belfast
Beautiful lake, 8 miles from Belsale.
to the bereaved family.
Thomaston, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Ab- Dancing followed the ceremony and re- could not bring borne the deer secured by
and Portland Saturday night and Sunday.
Summer schedule:
fast on State road.
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freshments of salad, sandwiches, nuts, Mr. Morrison.
to Belfast, auto to
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daily
from',Boston
has
Knox
East
of
ices, cake and coffee were served. The
Linwood
Stevenson
attendMr. and Mrs. Percy L. Hupper
■LN^aano 33nw xsvjTaa
Mrs. Maria Sargent has closed her following guests were
Lake. One of the best locations m Maine
present: Miss ed the Damariscotta races Oct. 4th, also
his
potabeen helping H. S. Banton dig
home in Searsport and left recently to 1 Laura Sharp, New York; Miss Beth Ryan,
! for vacationists all year round sports,
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
John McLaughlin and son Archie, acLong season of
toes.
winter sports included.
spend the winter months at the home of j New York; Miss Fern Folts, Springfield,
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N.
C.
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Fletcher,
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her son, Dr. Sidney B. Sargent, in New- j N. Y ; Miss Lillias Nichols, Brooklyn, N. companied by
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Fred
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Smith,
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Miller,
Brooklyn,
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20 School with small expense, all under one
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9 Mutton,
cently.
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Priscilla McLellan, Boston, Mass ; Miss cIsbs.
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home
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who
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Violet Meyers,
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spent
past
40a45 Potatoes,
management. A real opportunity. InBetty Semple, Orange, N. J.; Miss Edna Saturday, after a wonderfully successful
Mrs. Susie Ingraham, Mrs. May Hall, Cutter,
weeks as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
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Hound Hog,
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Address
Du Bose, Westbury, L. I.; Miss Ruth W.
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Mrs.
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in
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Mr.
and
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Clement,
Perry
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Houlton,
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35 Straw,
E. C. .MaRDEN,
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Smith, Mastic, L. I.; Mr. and Mrs. Thomto their home in Searsport.
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36 Turkey,
Swan Lake, Maine.
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These are our sentiments too: ‘The sie Ingraham attended Waldo County Duck,
as
T. Whittier, Brooklyn; Mr, and Mrs.
17
52 Veal,
are printing a
All re- Eggs,
Pomona at Thorndike Tuesday.
Lud C. Havener arrived Saturday from Justus Vanston, Orange; Mr. and Mrs. newspapers and magazines
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11
30
Wood, hard,
whole lot of expert advice on bow to
Fowl,
Worcester, Maas., coming over the road. Carlton McCarthy, Pachogue, L. I.; Mr.
port a good meeting.
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burn coal economically, but it would be
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and
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Semple,
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who
Havener,
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and Mrs. Beverly Du Bose, Westbury, L. to get heat from the slate and alack Hurd Oct 8 at the home of his parents,
closed her summer home here.
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corned, 30a32 Lime,
1.; Mrs. Helen Amaden, Dr. and Mrs. which has been shipped into the State Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hurd. The inter- Beef,
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18a32 Oats,
Butter salt,
Among the Searsport people who at- George Wakeley, Orange; Mrs. A. Flor- the past four years or more.
Or, better
flush
closet, etc,
5
95 Oat Meal,
tended the Festival in Bangor last week, ence Smith, Mastic L. L; Pendleton Du yet, how the enslaved public might be ment was in Freedom Cemetery, W. A. Corn,
5
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mother,
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he
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were Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. LeMay, Mr.
from
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father,
L.
R
puor coal,
Bose, Westbury,
Allen, protected
Thompson in charge.
L; Andrew
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Corn meal,
and Mra. James H. Duncan, Miss Martha John M. Alien, Ross E. Allen, Orange. poor food and drugs.”
37 Bay View Street.
brother and sister, have the sympathy of
10
35 Pollock,
Cheese,
Duncan, Miss Florence Colcord.
The bridal pair left at once for New York
Warren C. Haskell, sons Evan all.
19
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3 15 Pork,
Cotton seed,
be
John McGown, George Wade, Bradford City, and after a hone' moon trip will
6.5
and Harold, and Fred Arnold, who have
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Gibaon and J. A. Cushman of Worcester, at
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party at the McGown cottage on Pleasant youngest daughter
4 75 Salt, T. L, bus. 1 25
H. G. seed,
™
and
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Ross
of
McGiivery
Searsport
Saturday*, 3 P. U.
where some changes in her rig will be
4
S^JClawb
Point, left Sunday by auto for Worcester.
Mr. Henry Thomas, who bsa been bo Lard,
18 Sweet potatoes,
Tampa, Fla., and has been one of the made during the winter. Designed for a
Boston to Savannah
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harris, who have most popular girls of the younger social
very ill, seems to be improving.
with an unusually “lofty spar"
BORN
First-CUaa Passes*#* Fares, Boston
been the guests of Mrs. C, E. Adams have set in the Searsport summer coiony. She racer,
went
to
for
cruisleaves much to be desired
Mr. Jchn Fenwick recently
$36.65 W $67.83
left for their home in Boston, going over is a graduate of the Boston School of Phy- sne
ing in heavy weather, hence the changes Lewiston, where he took radium treatTo Jacksonville
To St. Petersburg
KEENE. In Appleton, Sept. 20, to Mr.
the road. They were accompanied by sical Education.
She spent last winter to be made
owner.
her
by
and Mrs. O. T. Keene, a son, Philip Ear).
Mrs. Adams, who returned to Sears- with her parents in Tampa, and the fol$51.28
cw.'r $42.82
ment.
port by train.
If you have not visited' the new school
lowing summer in Searsport, wbere many
$96.15 ■ftS" $79.23
*&£d
Georgia Blake, R. N-, «oes to Boston
MARRIED.
pleasant social affairs were given in her * house it is high time you did. The work
InHudimr (asals anil statsroom acctsnnaulsrtrttia
Mra. E. D. P. Nichols entertained eight honor. The bride is a most attractiv
with a
is rapidly nearing completion and the next wees, en route for Florida,
Ocean Ste**nahip Co. of Savannah
gueats at a veuison dinner on Friday even- girl, and is accomplished in many ways, entire equipment is a surprise and joy.
Oct. 7 by
In
Bangor,
BROWN-LOWE.
patient.
private
was
to
celebrate
the
affair
given
The
ing.
Dr. Ashley A. Smith, James Arno Brown
being musical and also possessing much Every need seems to have been supplied
birthday anniversary of Mrs. J. Fred Ni- dramatic talent. The groom is a
Delfccri Turner of Washington has beerf and Miss Gertrude Louise Lowe, both of
promis- anJ Superintendent Morgrage expresses
chols, of New York, who has b en the ing young physician, specializing in di- | gieat satisfaction with the entire strucPier 42. Hooaac T unwel Docks, Boston
the past week, caring S wanville.
guest of relatives in town for several seases of children. He recently located in ture and equipment. He has a convenient at Allan Daggett’s
COOMBS LEWIS. In Boothbay, Oct. 3,
Turner.
Joseph
Mr.
for
his
father,
months.
Everett
Leroy
by Rev. B. S. Fifteld,
Roanoke, Va., where he aod his bride : office, which he expects to occupy at
and Julia E. Lewis, both of Bel* $200 Secures Two Horses, Nine
will make tneir home, and where the l least one day in the week, and has alMrs. Charles White returned from the Coombs
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Fuller of :
his
firm
stand
announced
on
what
fast.
good wishes of a host of friends follow ready
Dover-Foxcroft were recent guests of Mr. them.
Waldo County Hospital last Sunday.
Cattle, Tools. Furniture,
Keene-Elus. In Belfast, Oct. 11, by
i Will be expected of the pupils in the way
Fuller’s sister, Mrs. William P. Sargent,
Her many friends are glad to welcome Rev. Wm. F. Skerrye, (Frank H. Keene 160 acres, two miles from village oo main
of caring for their fine conveniences
road.
Mr.
and
Mra.
back
the
Sargent
on
and Alfreds Ellis, both of Belfast.
road, handy to neighbors, churches,
PROSPECT FERRY
W ord has been received by relatives in her home.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Sargent also
BaTES-SPERRY. In Belfast, Oci. 6, by
schools. 50 acre* held, 300 apple trees,
this town of the death ot Mrs. Roxanna
stand
his
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Frank Akeley
large
John Vickery is having
Kev. Charles W. Martin, Harry G. A.
large amount of wood and lumber,house 7
Mr. Otii Ginn and Miss Angeiia Har- ! Wheaton in San Francisco on Oct. 2nd,
and three children of Dover-Foxcroft.
and Bates and Miss Elizabeth Platt Sperry, rooms, barn 45x80. If sold before
Novemof buildings painted. Charles W’oods
riman of Brewer were week end visitors after an illness of some five weeks' duraboth of Orlando, Fla.
ber 1st, will include 2 horses U
Walter Towers, who has been employed here with relatives.
cattle,
She was a native of this town, Mary Brown have also had their buildtion.
In East Bel- farming tools, hay and grain in barn,
We SCOTT-WEYMOUTH.
for a number of years by the Penobscot
born April 4, 1836, the third of the nine i i ngs painted.
furniture in bouse, everything included
of
Harrison
Mrs.
Reformed
the
Bucksport
Evelyn
at
Oct.
Tiinity
at
Mack’s
Po
Wharf
and
fast,
1,
Co.,
nt,
Coal
children of the late James and Mary
for 83200 on easy terms. Send for photo.
▼iaited her sister, Mrs. W. H. Harriman, (Clements)
was injured severely last week by falling
Mrs. Randolph and two children of church parsonage, by Rev. William
Marden, and the last of the
ALONZO P. RICHARDS,
aeveral days last week.
E. Wescott of Bluehill
a distance of about IS feet into the locker
family to pass. Early in life she became New York are at the home of Charles Vaughan, Wm.
2w41
of MorFarmington, Maine.
of the schooner Avondale. Mr. Towers
and Mrs. W. H. Harriman and the wife of Capt. John Partridge, who Hoffaes called there by the illness of her and Miss Zodie May Weymouth
Capt
rill.
sustained a fracture of the riba, a sprained son William of Rockland, spent last died at aea and whose remains rest on the
Civil
a
War
Young-Flanders. In Belfast, Oct;
...hi*, and was generally bruised and week at their home here.
Island of St. Helena. For many yeais father, Mr. Frank Gilbraitb,
7, by Rev. William Vaughan, Charles
ahaken up. Ha was attended by Dr. S. C.
she resided in Boston, going to San veteran.
and
two children of Francisco and
Mrs. A. B. Godaoe
Hilton Young and Dora Frances FlanPattee of Belfast, and is aaeomf ortable as
Oakland, Calif., more than
A SMALL BROWN FUR on the street
Bangor visited her parents, Capt and asgeneration ago, marrying Albert WheaRev 1. B. Mower of Wsterville, called ders, both of Belfast.
could be expected.
from Opera House to the Colonial TheaMrs. W. H. Harriman, aeveral days last
Mr. here by the death of Mrs. Lilia Hatch
after years of widowhood.
ton,
Please (leave at this office. A retre.
Mrs. William Goodell gave a very en- week.
DIED.
Wheaton died a number of years ago
comfortward is offered.
gave a very timely and
Iw41*
Pearson,
joyable bridge party on Friday evening at
The many friends of Mrs. Jessie Hard- She is survived by two granddaughters,
morning upon the inHart.
In Swanville, Oct. 11, Lewis
bar borne in Main street, entertaining
of the late Mrs. Lena Partridge ing sermon Sunday
daughters
are glad to hear that ahe
in
this
town
ing
“What is sufficient for H. Hart of Belfaat, aged 66 years.
about 3D guests. Five tables were in
ia improving fast at the M. G. hospital Dresser, and a number of nephews and quiry and answer:
Sperry. In Northport, Oct 5, Euplay, and the first pries, a week-end set, in Bangor.
Hon. Alton T. Roberts these things?” "My grace is sufficient
including
nieces,
months
The
eras awarded to Mias Jana Roberts.
of Marquette, Mich., and Mrs. Albert M. for thee.” Rev. Rich Pearson of Rich- ge ne A. Sperry, aged 69 years, 2
and
Mrs.
Evander
aud
Harriman
Mr.
A SECOND-HAND CELLO.
aarnnii prize, a box of bulbs, went to Mrs.
and 23 days.
Anyone
Ames, Mrs. Jessie Berry and James F.
the
funeral
to
with
from
here
Hattie
friends
Mrs.
Harvey
received
Grant,
hiving one for tale please notify
In Belfaat, Oct 9,
Fred Burr, and Mm Cora Dow
SMALLEY.
mond, also summoned
Marden of this town.
last
week
Lake
at
months
spent
Ragged
the
evenDelicious
10
of
Boston,
MARION RHOADES,
H. Smalley, aged ,84 years..
the nonanlatinn a bridge pad.
of Mrs. Pearson, had charge
Iw4I
Franklin St., Belfast, Maine
Many friends extend sympathy to Mr. i i
and 2 days.
lefreanmoota of teas, cake'snd home-nude hunting. Mr. Harriman brought home
ng service, greatly to the pleasure of all
a dear that be ahot
G uy Littlefield in hia serious accident of
were served.
"Capt Clifton Curtis and Joseph Curtis
have returned from a bunting trip to Ripogenus, bringing borne a deer.

Hall, Belfast

REVIVAL!

a

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. W ilder arc staying
at their cottage on Birch Crest

Bangor, the guest of

The State veteraiary tested the cows in
neighborhood and found them all

week-end visit with

Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Hichborn, left by auto Saturday forenoon
for a week-end visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Weather alM. W. Powers in Derby.
lowing, they planned a trip to Ripogenus

in

this

keep “motbergGordori’s birthday,” returned on Thursday, accrmpanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Phillips of Ellsworth,

I
!

The L. H. Ki.owlton cottage is let for
few weeks to parlies from Camdeu.

w.th her son tred

Congratulations are extended to James
Brown and bride, who were married last
Saturday.

1

Misses Lizzie, Evelyn and Ethel Colcord are tupplying the public with home
made candy of various kinds. They have
it on sale at their home and also at Mr.
J. H. Wardwell’a and will prepare it fresh
at a few hours’ notice.

a

is

is

ry

Margaret

Sold by W. A.

NORini uwr

audJSwsn.

relatives in Monroe

completed

it

Established 1839

P L. Bates, who has been in Rumford for twc weeks, arrived home Monday accompanied by her daughter, Mrr.
Fred Smith and her grandson, Master
Donald smith, who came for a visit.

and con-

Eim'er Thompson has his house nearly

Seavey of Newton,
again the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Percy L. Hupper, arriving from
Thomaston Oct 4th, aft.r visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Seavey.
Miss

Masa.,

gfa

satisfaction.

Mrs.

her sister.

and

Gerry Harding returned to Swan Island Saturday and bis brother Willard to
Stonington, the condition of the mother,
Mrs. Justina Harding, being improved
and the daughter. Miss Oriauna Harding,
A wedding of much interest to people !
still remaining with her.
of this section was that of Miss Lucy
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Gordon, who
T.ue Ross of Sear port and Dr. Roger
Harold Du Bose of
which went to Livermore Palls Oct. 2nd, to

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Crook of Bangor
spent the week-end at their cottage on
Pleasant Point.

Albert Nichols of New York City., is
spending a few days in town, the guest of
Mis. Abbie Merrill.

Funeral of Hannah Colcord, who died
at her home in Main street on
Saturday,
waa held from the home
Monday after’
noon at 2 o’clock, Rev. N. F Atwood of
the Methodist church officiating
The
bearers were Capt. B. K.
Colcord, Capt
Charles Nichols, Capt. N. F. Gilkey and
Capt. Isaac Carver, and interment was in
Elmwood cemetry.
Miss Colcord was
born in Searsport in April,
18d4, the
daughter of Capt. John Park Colcord and
Betsy (Curtis) Colcord. Her entire life
wasspent in Searsport, and lor a out forty
years she was organist and choir leader
of the Methodist church. For many years
before her death she was a hopeless in
valid, and confined to her home. She
leaves no near relatives excepting a niece,
Mrs. C. O. Sawyer of this town
|

to

BANGOR, MAINE

very ill at this writing.

is

Mrs. A. A. Barden

Mr. and Mrs Walter Wynne are selling
off their household goods and will leave
soon with their children to join Mrs
Wynne’s father and mother, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert R. Bennett in California.
Mr.

!

v.siting
vilie.

appropriately
Columbus Day will be
observed by the Lowder Broox school,
Mrs, E. A. tarns, the
today, Thursday.
teacher, extends a cordial invitation to
all patents and interested friends.

_

Mrs. Edgar Sanborn of Dover.is helping care for Mrs Kate Staples, who is

* interport.
father, Hon. C. M. Conant of
Hollis Robertson of Searsport has been

Mra. J. Frank Frye and daughter, Mrs
LYrrett Staples, left Thursday afternoon
to attend the Music Festivu in Bangor,
remaining ihe guests of Mrs. Fred Eddy
until the lirst of the week.

I

them

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

evening

David Moody, who is ill with a
heavy cold, is more comfortable.
Mrs. Ray Robertson is the guest of hsr

grounded.

Get these at The Ball Band Store. Look
for the bona fide signs.

Mrs. Josephine Stowers went to Bangor Saturday to attend the festival that

Mrs.

Chester Hawes
brought home from
the Waldo CoBnty Hoipital in Belfast,
Oct 4tb, blood tests having proven that
the feared symptoms of typhoid were un

You get more days’
wear in every pair.

service and

fined to his bed again.

was

j

build

IVe

ber and wood for J. E. W hitham.

SWAMILLt Lt.Mtk
slowly gaining.
E. A. Robertson is not at well

over

Wednesday morning for Boston.
of RockCapt and Mrs. Ra ph Curtis
land were week-end visitora here.
Several vessels ha\ lately loaded lum-

which makes this sccident of much
greater significance.

CLARK)n]

purchase the product

0f
83 years experience in
the
sale and manufacture of
Ranges
and Stoves.

Msurice
Gworge McGee and son
McGee spent Friday in Bangor.
train
Mrs Junes S. Clifford left by

to

H. P. White

You

Mrs

eye,

Mrs. Eleanor B. Colcord left for Augusta Friday, having closed her home
and will remain for the winter with her
daughter, Mrs. Harry D Shute.

AND’

The Red Ball Trade Mark is your assurance of good fit and satisfactory wear.
Supply your Rubber Footwear needs
“
from our new stock of Ball-Band.’’

and Mrs.

WHEN YOU BUY A

left Monday for

Rockland for the winter.

Bangor, accompanied by
Mr.
Mr. Isaac Littlrfield.
the
Littlefield was among the tirst to join
2nd Maine regiment, it wiil be remembut
bered, at the beginning of the war,
was rejected
by the medical examiners
when the regiment was ready to leave
disthe State. One of the reasonador Ins
his lett
charge was the serious def.ct in
a'.ely taken
his father,

AUahC. Treat motored
to Winterport Sunday to see Mrs. Treat's
sister, Mrs. Geneva Freeman.
Mr

wet.

‘BALLS
1.

than

stronger
rubbers.

from hard knocks,

soaking

Dull Sandals and

wjio

came

Pierce

Mtrslda

Mr*.

here
Mr
morning.
the railrecently after the laying oft of
road outfit with which he hat been workshore
ing for some time, went to the
lire
Wednesday afternoon with a 2L. rini
for an
rifle, recently gotten by hi** father,burst in
A defective she.l
hour’s sport.
a
defective Title and the .blast esciped
his e>>past the breech block, ruining
On advice of Dr. Bntto he waa mime i-

Littlefield,

Saturday,
“

S*Ni)YP(»IM

h.s
last Thursday, resulting in the .oss of
at the
right eye. which was removed
Eastern Msiqs General Hospital fnday

STOCKTON SPRINGS

WAN1ED

Y01M WOMEN
! Excellent opportunities

j

for those

having a profession.
o
Community Hospital
years’
three
a
c“Ur-‘
N. H„ offers
Training School for Nurses.
desirous of

I Elliott

hospital now
For particulars apply
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